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ABSTRACT
Design and implementation of small autonomous vehicles requires specific electronics
and control designs to meet space and power constraints. Design of such system
requires careful investigation of design constrains and specifications. Motion control of
driver motors is very important factor however its been overlooked. A good motor
control circuit can increase power efficiency and consumption of overall system, thus
operation time can be greatly extended. A devoted microprocessor H-bridge hardware
with sliding mode control provides good performance, compactness and power
efficiency. Also autonomy of vehicles usually requires precise and robust control of
vehicle's dynamics. To be able to achieve these requirements, many sensors are
required to feedback vehicle's essential information. A sonar sensor for obstacle
detection, Laser Positioning System for absolute positioning of vehicles and an anti-
aliasing filter for AD conversion of gyro output are also discussed. In addition
mathematical models of a small autonomous vehicle are derived for better design
decisions, component selections and control algorithms. With not only qualitative
information, but also some quantitative information from mathematical models should
help to plan an overall system before individual system developments are begun.
Control design of vehicle dynamics are done with above derived mathematical models
and evaluated. Sliding mode control enables to simplify driver motor electronics
without compromising its performance. Thus a new concept of motor controller is
designed and should solve many problems pertained in vehicle development and
performance.
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Title: Project Manager
Thesis Supervisor: Dr. Kai-Yeung Siu
Title: Professor of Mechanical Engineering
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction
Dropped ordinances for anti-personnel have some failure rate. Clearing these
unexploded ordinance (UXO) is a dangerous and slow process due to exposure of
human personnel and equipment. But clearing UXO is an important task to provide safe
operation area after the purpose of deploying land munitions. An autonomous small
vehicle can perform the clearing of UXOs and it is a safer and more efficient way to
clear UXOs. A small six wheeled autonomous vehicle has a high mobility and
flexibility on rough terrain to perform the task. Its hardware platform is rather unique
in a sense that all electronics, sensors, and actuators are specifically designed to able to
perform the task. But the problems, that lie on this small autonomous vehicle, also
share some common problems in many other robots and unmanned and/or remote
vehicles. For instance, all the battery powered vehicles and robots are constrained by
the maximum energy and operation condition of batteries. Most of electronics are
developed to maximize the energy efficiency. For small vehicles and robots, physical
space and weight are serious constraints. All electronics are designed in such a way to
fit into a physical space and weight constraint. To navigate and perform the task on
rough terrain, several unique sensors are designed and used to meet the task
requirements and budget. Sonar sensors are used to detect obstacles that are too big to
climb over. A bumper switch is used to register and detour an obstacle that is missed
by sonar sensors. Six DC motors are used to provide better mobility of the vehicle. For
dead reckoning, a gyro and encoders are used. Also control of the vehicle is an issue to
address, and a new DC motor controller circuit is designed with a sliding mode control
algorithm. This sliding mode control algorithm provides a new method to design a DC
motor control circuit with considerably simpler and fewer components. This new motor
controller circuit enables us to provide good position control performance and to meet
the space and weight constraint. This thesis provides a method/solution to the vehicle
electronics and control problems emphasizing a system integration issue.
1.1. What is EOD?
In the era of a modern warfare, immobilizing and damaging combatants is still one of
the most effective way to win a war. Many different methods exist and a dropped mine
is one of very effective way. The dropped mines are deployed on the air by ground
support aircrafts and detonate once hit the ground. But some dropped mines do not
explode even when those mines hit the ground. After serving the purpose of those
dropped mines, unexploded ordinances (UXO) are needed to be cleaned. These
clearing UXO job is called Explosive Ordinance Disposal (EOD). Only 3000 EOD
technicians are available from all the military services combined, and they must do
more than UXO clearing.
In the current manual UXO clearing approach, areas suspected of having UXO are first
partitioned into sectors with corners delimited by flags. In each sector, a four-to eight-
man sweep team visually scans the area for UXOs. The risk during the manual sweep
is considered much less than the risk involved in clearing the UXO. UXOs are
dangerous and can detonate even if handled with care by well trained UXO technicians.
Once a UXO is located, all services except the Marines execute blow-in-place (BIP):
personnel place a detonation charge, stand off 1000 yd, and return 30 minutes after
detonation. The Marines execute a manual pickup and carry-away (PUCA) procedure
to gather the UXOs in a common location for later detonation.
An estimate of the efficiencies of the two methods, BIP and PUCA, may be
approximated by the rough statistics in Table 1.1.1. gathered from manual EOD
operations.
Method Gross Statistics 1 Day
Efficiency Comment
[UXOs/Man]
3103 UXOs gathered in
PUCA 1000 UXOs/Day period of 4 days including 2
(USMC EOD) by 8-man team 125 short days due to bad
weather.
(6 h = one full day)
BIP 100 UXOs/Day Air Force data (4 h = one
(Other by 4-man team 25 full day; less than acre area
Services) covered by team)
Table 1.1.1.1 Comparison of BIP and PUCA methods.
The data indicate an approximate efficiency gain of a factor of 5 by using the PUCA
method as compared to the BIP method. Increased efficiency not only reduces the time
to clear a designated area, but also reduces the manpower required to accomplish the
same task.
1.2. Small autonomous vehicles and advances in EOD capabilities
The small autonomous robot vehicle can solve the risk of exposing personnel to UXO
and can increase a speed of whole process. Small robotics technology can be used to
' Small Robotics for Unexploded Ordnance (UXO) Clearance Workshop, Naval EOD
Technoloev Center. Indian Head, MD. March 16. 1994
clear UXO safely while reducing the number of personnel re uired. This small
autonomous vehicle built in Draper laboratory is called the EOD vehicle.
The PUCA operation in UXO clearing is proven to be more efficient than the BIP
operation, and is adapted on the small autonomous vehicle operation. It is assumed that
the location of the UXOs within the area of operation are known a priori (within an
accuracy of lxl meter), but that the terrain conditions are not.
The starting UXO position information is assumed to come from a manual visual sweep
or a remote detection sensors for automated UXO survey vehicles. Proposed methods
of clearing UXO by the EOD small autonomous vehicle are following.
* Either sweep team or helicopter with UXO position sensor scans the area for
location of UXO.
* A UXO location map is made based on the above information in a ground station.
* A ground station assigns each vehicle a route with several UXOs on the way.
* The EOD vehicle follows its route to clear UXOs
* The EOD vehicle collects a UXO and drop at the disposal area.
* Once cleared the area, deploy a detonation charge at the disposal area and
detonate.
For a partitioned area to be cleared, several EOD vehicles will be deployed to increase
speed of UXO clearance operation. Figure 1.2.1. shows a propose baseline EOD
operation.
Figure 1.2.1. Baseline EOD operation
The baseline EOD operation, Figure 1.2.1., consists of autonomous EOD vehicles, a
Local Positioning System (LPS) for EOD vehicles using laser beacons, and a ground
operation station. EOD vehicles will be inexpensive (for a mass production) enough to
consider expendable should UXO detonate or explode in their vicinity. The ground
station interfaces with a human operator and serves as an Automated Mission
Management (AMM) host. It is located at a safe distance from the UXO area and from
the ODA. Wireless communications connect EOD vehicles and the ground station. A
single operator at one ground station will oversee multiple EOD vehicles that
coordinate their activities and safely conduct PUCA operations.
1.3. Specifications to meet mission requirements
The EOD vehicle is designed to operate its major mission autonomously. Autonomy of
any vehicle requires more sensors and different architecture than most other common
remote controlled vehicle's. Remote controlled vehicles requires only drive motor (any
form of actuator) and servo mechanism. A human operator can determine its
environment and react to the change of environment. But, for an autonomous vehicle,
interpretation of environment is not so trivial as human operators do. For instance,
when there is an obstacle in front of a vehicle, it must have some sort of sensor that
can detect and identify as an obstacle. On the other hand, human operators detect and
identify an obstacle by a vision or by any other human sensors. Mainly an autonomous
vehicle needs to have equivalent sensors of humans or other variations.
1.3.1. Drive systems
For the UXO clearance mission, EOD vehicles are expandable during pick-up of a
UXO. Those exploded or detonated UXO during pick-ups are ones that more likely to
damage EOD technician. Thus EOD vehicles must be cheap so that they are
expandable. Any large vehicles would cost too high, and it would be almost impossible
to lose a vehicle whenever a UXO explode during the mission.
On the other hand, a small vehicle powered by electrical motor can be mass-produced
at much reasonable price. In fact, one of the biggest driving factor for this EOD
vehicle is a production cost, and a small vehicle with electrical motor is one of the best
way to reduce a production cost.
Since this new EOD concept is not only to improve safety of operations, but also to
increase efficiency of operations. It is natural that the EOD vehicle should be fast
enough to do operations efficiently. Therefore mobility of the EOD vehicle is important
issue and this issue should be addressed in mechanical and electrical design
consideration.
1.3.2. Navigation systems
Ability to navigate an unknown terrain is very crucial to success of the mission. There
are two major categories in navigation systems. One is an inertial navigation system.
Inertial navigation systems are most common technology and have been used
extensively starting from the birth of airplane navigation. Most common inertial
navigation systems include gyroscope, compass, and accelerometer. The other one is
an absolute positioning system. This technology is more recent, and one of the most
common technology is Global Positioning System (GPS). There are also many different
methods and techniques to provide an absolute position data to a certain reference.
Inertial navigation systems are often used in dead reckoning navigation. Dead
reckoning navigation does not have a closed loop information so that an error from
dead reckoning accumulates during its operation. But, for a short time interval, inertial
navigation systems provide high bandwidth and accurate data. For the EOD vehicle,
dead reckoning is required to navigate and to control on a rough unknown terrain.
On the other hand, absolute positioning systems are also required to reset the
accumulated navigation errors from dead reckoning systems. Without absolute
positioning systems, repeated and long operations would be impossible. Short comings
with GPS are accuracy and bandwidth of data. Some differential GPS provides a higher
accuracy at stationary state, but the accuracy degrades as a system is in motion. Also a
bandwidth of GPS data is not high enough for a control purpose. But integration of
dead reckoning and absolute positioning would solve the navigation and control
problem more efficiently.
1.3.3. Hazard avoidance systems
Rough unknown terrain is a big challenge for a relatively small autonomous vehicle.
Navigation and control of the EOD vehicle in a known and controlled environment
would be a lot easier. A small rock and tree branch can be an obstacle and the EOD
vehicle needs a means of detecting these potential obstacles with minimum complexity
and cost. It is not very critical to be able to determine a shape or height of obstacles,
but it is critical to be able to determine obstacles with sizes or shapes that are
impossible to climb.
1.3.4. Communications
The ground station should send commands and location data of UXOs to each EOD
vehicles, and each EOD vehicles should send its own position data and all mission
critical information to the ground station. All data are formatted in digital signals for
easy access to each CPUs of the ground station and EOD vehicles.
Two-way communication is required to complete the mission. A required bandwidth of
two-way communication is depend on the data flow rate and amount. Also number of
operation EOD vehicles in a mine field is a factor to the limit of the bandwidth. The
more EOD vehicles operated, the more communication channels required. It is possible
for actual EOD operation to use a military frequency, but it is only possible after the
development of final product. Thus a civilian bandwidth or open frequency channel can
be only used for the EOD vehicle development.
1.3.5. Power source
Since the EOD vehicle is operated by itself, some kind of independent carry-on power
source is required. Batteries are most common power sources for a small robots and
most convenient. For the EOD project, batteries are used for convenience and
accessibility. The power source should be easily replaceable on site, easy to carry, and
easy to maintain.
1.4. Concepts and Background of the EOD Vehicle
This EOD project is carried in Intelligent Unmanned Vehicle Center (IUVC), C.S.
Draper Lab', and is supervised under Dr. David Kang2. IUVC has produced some
autonomous vehicles. MITy-2 is a six-wheeled autonomous vehicle and is capable of
autonomous maneuver. Especially mechanical platforms of EOD-1 is based on MITy-
2, which has three platforms connected by steel strings. In rough terrain, it has been
shown that six-wheeled vehicles are more efficient than caterpillar based vehicles.
Figure 1.4.1. shows a picture of EOD-2. As it mentioned, EOD-2 has three platforms
connected with two steel wires and six wheels for better mobility. The front platform is
mainly composed of a grappler mechanism, bumper switch, and sonar hazard detection
sensor. The middle platform has a main CPU, motor encoder circuit, gyro, wireless
modem, LPS transponder, video camera, and video transmitter. The rear platform has
a power regulator circuit, motor driver circuit, and battery package. Steering wheel
mechanisms are mounted on the front and rear platforms.
555 Technology Square, Cambridge, MA 02139
2 555 Technoloev Sauare. MS 27. Cambrid2e. MA 02139. Phone:(617) 258-2947
Figure 1.4.1. Picture of EOD-2
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CHAPTER 2
Energy Requirement and Batteries
EOD-1 and EOD-2 must provide their own power sources by themselves in part of an
independent operation requirement. There are several different forms of storing
energy, and each one of them has its strength and weakness. Main concerns in
choosing a power source are energy density, cost, accessibility, maintenance, and
packaging. Depend on the power source, a whole system design concept can change.
One of the most important factor in a system design is a power budget, that is a major
driving factor in design and selection of the system components. Often this factor is
ignored easily during the initial design stage, and later it is found out that the power
budget is not enough to afford all good designs. That is a waste of time and resources.
In this chapter, many different power sources are discussed. Particularly many
different modern batteries and advantages of using batteries are discussed.
2.1. Energy requirements
Deciding how much power is needed is a design process itself. An initial estimate of
deliverable power will give a power budget for electronics, and sensors. Once the a
rough design is finished, a recalculation and a possible increase of deliverable power
are required to refine a design process. There are many different kinds of power
sources and each of them has its advantages and disadvantages. For instance, a
gasoline has a very high energy density, but it is more difficult to operate on a small
vehicle with limited space and weight than a battery.
EOD vehicles must be able to operate long enough in the mine field. Mobility is also a
important factor since increasing an operation efficiency is one of the main objective. It
is natural to require a maximum speed of the EOD vehicle is about to equal to the
speed of human walking. Its original maximum speed is 5 ft/sec or 1.5 m/sec which is
roughly a human walking speed. This speed requirement is relatively fast for the size
of the vehicle to be built. The EOD vehicles are about 0.7 m long and weighs 10 kg.
The traveled distance at the maximum speed is about twice longer than the length of the
vehicle, and kinetic energy at the maximum speed is 11.3 J. Mostly efficiency of the
electric vehicle is about 45 - 55 % which suggest about 5.6 W is going to be wasted.
On the other word, a power source must be able to supply 5.6 W just to maintain the
maximum speed, 1.5 m/s. But it is less likely to operate at the maximum speed of the
vehicle for the normal operation. Most likely the desired operation speed at the normal
condition is about a half of the maximum speed, 0.75 m/sec, due to energy
conservation, controllability, and operation optimum speed. The power required to
maintain the new operating speed, 0.75 m/sec, is now reduced to 2.8 W. Of course this
requirement is only for a laboratory conditioned environment. When the operation
terrain is rough with many obstacles, the estimated efficiency is much lower. The
efficiency of the 45 to 55 % is only for the mechanical efficiency which did not include
actual electrical efficiency, either. Therefore much more power is required, and an
estimation of the power requirement can be estimated a lot better after selection of the
driver motor. A selection of the required motor can be also done more effectively with
some mechanical and electrical mathematical models, but it is also a good practice to
use somewhat overrated motors for a prototype. It is always possible to degrade motors
later after the prototype is working, but it is too late if the prototype does not work
adequately for a proof-of-concept demonstration. It is a common mistake to try save
cost on a prototype by using barely acceptable components. It is quite common that
manufacture's claim is not true for certain conditions, and it is always a good idea to
test and/or verify the manufacture's claim before building a prototype. Including a
safety factor for a prototype design is a correct procedure. In a timed contract or
project, saving time is saving cost.
Above simple calculation is a preliminary estimation of power required solely from the
kinetic energy. Electronics and sensors in EOD vehicles also requires power, and it is
yet to be determined along the actual development of the system. But an approximate
estimation is never a bad idea, especially it helps a designer to guide ones design and to
decide what electronics and sensors are affordable. For instance, a main CPU with IO
device in a small size usually requires about 15 to 25 W of power. All other electronics
should be in the order of 10 to 20 W. Of course all these are preliminary calculation
and will be recalculated and justified after a real design procedure.
2.2. Batteries
The first practical battery, the silver zinc voltaic pile, was built by Alessandro Volta
nearly 200 years ago. For this accomplishment the unit of electrical force, the volt, was
named after Volta. Shortly after Volta's discovery the first rechargeable battery was
constructed by Johann Wilihelm Ritter. Unfortunately no practical means existed to
recharge it, except from a primary battery. The electric generator was not to come
along for another twenty years so the development of rechargeable technology was
essentially stalled for the lack of a charger. The next significant step in battery
development came 60 years later as George Leclanche introduced his carbon zinc
"wet" battery, a technology that paved the way for today's common flashlight battery.
2.2.1. Primary and secondary cells
Batteries are generally classified as either primary or secondary. Primary batteries are
the type that may be used only one time since the active chemical reaction is
irreversible when the cell discharges. Once the primary battery is discharged
completely, it is discarded. Secondary batteries, on the other hand, may be used
repeatedly because the chemical reaction which produces electrical energy can be
reversed by recharging the batteries.
Primary cells come in a number of commercial variations to address different markets.
The common zinc-carbon has for years formed the basis for the primary battery market
and still serves for the low end applications because of its low cost. The Alkaline-
Manganese is rapidly replacing the zinc-carbon as the cell of choice for today's
advancing electronic market. It's higher energy density makes it strong competitor
when the hourly operating cost is considered. Mercury-Zinc and Mercury-Cadmium
have been popular in the miniature battery arena where they have been called upon to
serve a variety of low power applications ranging from implantable heart pacers to
cameras, hearing aids and watches. Because of environmental implications and
technology developments they are being replaced by other systems. The Air-Zinc
battery is gaining popularity in low power devices. The lithium battery is called upon
to power many microelectronics.
Rechargeable cells are manufactured in three basic types. The most common is the
open type which is typical of the standard automotive starting battery. The battery is
open to the atmosphere and during use gases are emitted and occasional replenishments
of the lost water from the electrolyte is required. A variation, the maintenance free
battery increases the volume of electrolyte so the battery will not require maintenance
during its service life. The second form is the semi-sealed which employs some form
of electrolyte immobilization scheme to reduce the possibility of acid leakage. These
cells are open to the atmosphere and also release gases during charge and discharge.
The third type is the fully sealed cell. During normal operation, a sealed cell does not
permit the venting of gas to the atmosphere. The fully sealed cell requires that the
gases generated when charging the cell be recombined as part of the process. This
recombinant technology is employed in all sealed Ni-Cd and in some sealed lead cell
types.
2.2.2. Lead acid battery
There are many technologies for rechargeable batteries. Lead-Acid is by far the least
expensive and most popular. Automotive style batteries have very thin plates, and not
much lead paste, for very high power. The capacity of an automotive battery is not
important in its design use, which is why it is rated in cold cranking amperes (CCA).
The automotive battery is not designed to discharge more than 50% of its capacity. On
the other hand, deep-cycle batteries are designed to be discharged to 80%. They have
thick plates and dense plate, that reduces power but allows a long life. The deep-cycle
battery is rated in ampere-hours (AH).
All lead-acid batteries are made up of 2 volt cells. Figure 2.2.1 and Figure 2.2.2 show
the voltage curve of lead-acid battery when it is charging and discharging. On Figure
2.2.1 and Figure 2.2.2, add 3.6e-3 V for every 1 OC below 25 oC, and multiply by 6 to
get the voltage of 12 V battery. For example, if each cell is 1.95 V, that is about 30 %
of discharge at 22 oC. But if the temperature is 0 °C, then the battery is about 45 %
discharged instead of 30 %.
Voltage (V) Discharge Voltage vs. Discharge Rate
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Figure 2.2.1. Lead-acid 2-Volt cell discharge curve
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Figure 2.2.2. Lead-acid 2-Volt cell charge curve
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The only accurate measurement of open circuit voltage is after the battery has rested
for 24 hours, with no charge, recharge, or load of any kind on the battery. Notice that
a big drop-off in Figure 2.2.1 after 80 % of discharge. At about 80 % depth of
discharge the battery is running out of lead dioxide, so potential voltage drops off very
quickly. If the battery is discharged beyond that point, voltage reversals can happen
which lead to high heat and essentially self-destructs.
The capacity of a lead-acid battery is the number of amperes-hours until the voltage
drops below 10.5 V for a 12 V battery. This is usually specified at a current draw that
will discharge the battery in 20 hours. If the battery is discharged faster than that, the
actual capacity is lower. For example, 3.7 AH lead-acid battery rated in 20 hours, can
draw 0.185 A of current for 20 hours to use 3.7 AH. But if a current is drawn at 3.7 A
rate, then the total power supplied is 57 % of 3.7 AH or 2.1 AH. Thus a large current
draw in a short time period actually reduces a useable battery capacity. Figure 2.2.3
shows a useable capacity versus a different discharge rate for a battery rated in 20
hours.
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Figure 2.2.3. Useable capacity of 20 hour rated lead-acid battery versus discharge rate
for the maximum usage
This limits a maximum usage of the battery when a large load is required for a short
time. If a system draws 3.7 A during a normal operation from a 3.7 AH rated in 20
hours lead-acid battery, then it is not 1 hour to be able to operate, it is 57 % of 1 hour
or only 34 minutes. Of course if a system is drawing 3.7/20 =0.185 A of current, then
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a battery life is 20 full hours. It is more desirable to be able to get maximum capacity
from a battery without damaging a battery.
The optimum temperature for a battery is 25 0C. For every 8.3 OC below 25 OC, there
will be a 10 % loss of capacity. So, at 0 0C, there is only 70 % useable capacity. Also,
when the battery is fully charged, to above 1.20 specific gravity, the electrolyte freezes
at about -23 oC. But, if the battery is not fully charged, and the specific gravity is
1.10, then the electrolyte freezes at -6.7 0C. This stresses the cases, the plastic gets
brittle and may crack. High temperature causes a reduction in life because of the
increased corrosion of oxygen and lead, but not of capacity.
If battery cells are connected in parallel to charge, the cells will have different internal
resistance and the current will not divide evenly. The good cells (with low internal
resistance) will get overcharged and flake off a lot of lead while the weak cells will not
get enough current to cause any flaking thus the cells continue to deteriorate. If several
batteries are used simultaneously, charge identical batteries in series and discharge in
series. This will force the batteries to have equal voltage levels and same current
charge rates.
2.2.3. Ni-Cd battery
The nickel electrode and alkaline system lagged the lead acid development by 30 years.
Edison's experiments in 1890 resulted in the Nickel hydroxide positive electrode
working in conjunction with an iron negative electrode in an alkaline electrolyte to
form the first rechargeable alkaline system. In 1910, Waldmar Junger, a Swedish
inventor, developed the Nickel Cadmium pocket plate battery. European experimenters
designed the first recombinant Nickel-Cadmium battery in the early 1950's that is the
basis for today's Ni-Cd industry.
Adding together the potentials for the Cadmium anode and the Nickel cathode yields
the predicted cell voltage for a Ni-Cd cell, 1.3 V, and it is close to actual rate of 1.2
V. By convention, a fast charging is for 1 hour or less charging time. A quick charge
is for 1 hour to 14 hours of charging time. More than 14 hours of charging time is
called trickle charge. This means that charge rates ranging 0.05 C to 0.1 C for trickle
charge, 0.2 C to 0.5 C for quick charge, and 1 C or greater for fast charge. Trickle
and quick charge are popular because of the relatively low cost and simplicity of
implementation. For a fast charge, a monitor circuit is required not to overcharge the
Ni-Cd battery. The cell pressure stays low during most of charging time and rises as
the cell approaches full charge. The higher pressure is the result of the oxygen
generation. The higher the overcharge rate the higher the rate of oxygen generation.
The cell temperature increases due to the heat of recombination of the oxygen on the
negative, Nickel. This is an almost same phenomenon in the lead-acid battery and is
not desirable.
Individual cells are rated at 1.2 V and voltage for batteries are multiples of the
individual cell voltage of 1.2 V. However, the discharged voltage will probably exceed
1.2 V for some portion of the discharge period. Most manufacturers rate cell capacity
by stating a conservative estimate of the amount of capacity which can be discharged
from a relatively new, fully charged cell. The accepted rating practice is to state a cell
rating in AH (or mAH) to a cutoff voltage of 0.9 V at its one-hour discharge rate. Also
the rate of self discharge is about 1 % per day at room temperature and doubles for
every 10 OC above room temperature.
Under controlled conditions, a Ni-Cd cell can last up to 10 years with minimum
cycling. On the other hand, cells have been cycled up to 10,000 times, under
controlled conditions. Generally the definition of failure of the cell is the cell fails to
yield 80 % of its rated capacity. The primary failure mode is the loss of separator
integrity which manifests itself in a cell short.
2.3. Comparison and choice of Batteries
There are many different kinds of battery beside lead-acid and Ni-Cd battery. Table
2.3.1 shows a comparison of different batteries in energy density.
Battery Type Specific Energy Specific Power Energy Efficiency
Wh/kg W/kg (%)
Lead-Acid 40 130 65
Aluminum-Air 200 150 35
Lithium-Iron-Disulfide > 130 > 120 ---
Lithium-Polymer 100 100 ---
Nickel-Cadmium 56 200 65
Nickel-Iron 55 130 60
Nickel-Metal Hydride 80 200 65
Nickel-Zinc 80 150 65
Sodium-Sulfur 100 120 85
Zinc-Air 120 120 60
Zinc-Bromine 70 100 65
Table 2.3.1.1 Comparison of different batteries in energy density
The nickel-cadmium battery has 200 W/kg of specific power versus lead-acid's 130
W/kg of specific power. Also a Ni-Cd battery is rated at an 1-hour discharge rate while
a lead-acid battery is normally rated at a 20-hour discharge rate. Thus a Ni-Cd battery
is desirable for a longer life time, but the cost of Ni-Cd batteries is roughly twice of the
cost of lead-acid batteries. For mass production a production cost is also an important
part. The current batteries used in the EOD vehicles are lead-acid. It is not because of
cost, but it is because of packaging of batteries. Lead-acid batteries come in various
size and voltage, and those batteries are readily available for any emergency use. But
Ni-Cd batteries have a limited selection of size and shape which makes packaging of
Ni-Cd batteries extra works. If a packaging is not a problem, Ni-Cd batteries are
desirable.
Robert Q. Riley Enterprises, P.O.Box 12294, Scottsdale, Arizona 85267-2294
CHAPTER 3
Electronic Sensors and Actuators
In mobile robot electronics, compactness, low power consumption, weight, simplicity
and yet robustness are required to survive in a rough environment operation. Sensors
and actuators are constantly exposed to high operating temperature and vibration while
the EOD vehicle is operating on rough terrain. Design and implementation of circuits
under this hostile condition must be done carefully. A new approach to a DC brush
motor control circuit is designed to improve its performance and compactness over a
conventional previous PWM H-bridge motor circuit using a Motorola MC33033 chip
and a single specialized IC H-bridge motor circuit using a National Semiconductor
LMD18245. Also a sonar obstacle detection sensor circuit, Laser Positioning System
(LPS) and a filter network for a micro-mechanical gyro will be discussed.
3.1. EOD-2 Driver Motor and Gearhead
A driver motor and gearhead were chosen based on the maximum speed and weight of
the EOD vehicle. A DC servo motor has a higher output power per size than a stepper
motor's. A stepper motor control would be easier than a DC servo motor, but it is less
efficient and under-powered for a maximum affordable size of the EOD driver motor.
Also a DC servo motor is still widely used and has a wide variety of selections.
A MicroMo® DC motor was chosen by Jim Dyess, a former draper fellow at IUVC.
This particular DC motor has power output of 15 Watts (25 Watts with appropriate
cooling) which is sufficient to power the EOD vehicles up to speed of 5 ft/sec. Its
maximum no load speed is 4800 RPM and produces speed of 5 ft/sec with a 25:1 ratio
gearhead. The driver motor used in EOD-1 has a nominal voltage of 12 V. The choice
of voltage was rather arbitrary since 12 V battery pack was popular. Unfortunately this
caused some difficulty in a driver circuit, and power efficiency of driver circuits
claimed lower than desired. By moving into a higher voltage, 24 V, efficiency of
driver circuits could claim a better efficiency. In fact, a very significant improvement
was made, and driver circuit design was a lot easier.
The EOD-2 has a same driver motor with a 24 V nominal voltage. as in the EOD-1.
But EOD-1 driver motor has a nominal voltage of 12 V and used 24 V for actual motor
voltage rail. Table 3.1.1. shows electrical specifications of the driver motors for 12 V
and 24 V nominal voltage. Also Table 3.3.2.
motors.
is mechanical specifications of above
EOD-1 Motor EOD-2 Motor
Nominal Supply Voltage (Volts) 12 24
Armature Resistance (2) ±12% 2.4 10.5
Maximum Power Output (Watts) 15.00 13.71
Maximum Efficiency (%) 75 74
No Load Speed (RPM) ±12% 4800 4800
No Load Current (mA) ±50% 90 45
Friction Torque (@ No Load Speed) (oz-in) 0.297 0.297
Stall Torque (oz-in) 16.30 14.85
Velocity constant (RPM/Volt) 407 204
Back EMF Constant (mV/RPM) 2.455 4.902
Torque Constant (oz-in/Amp) 3.32 6.628
Armature Inductance (mH) 0.23 0.94
Table 3.1.1. Electrical specifications of EOD drive motors
EOD-1 Motor EOD-2 Motor
Mechanical Time Constant (mS) 13 13
Armature Inertia (x10 " oz-in-Sec2 ) 3.6 3.3
Radial Acceleration (x 10' Rad/Sec/Sec) 42 42
Bearing Play: Radial (mm) <0.015 <0.015
Bearing Play: Axial (mm) 0 0
Thermal Resistance: Rotor to Case (*C/W) 1.5 1.5
Thermal Resistance: Case to Ambient (0C/W) 9 9
Maximum Shaft Loading: Radial (oz) 72 72
Maximum Shaft Loading: Axial (oz) 180 180
Weight (oz) 9.8 9.8
Rotor Temperature Range -55°C to 1250C -550C to 125 0C
Table 3.1.2. Mechanical specifications of EOD drive motors
Notice that the armature resistance of the EOD-2 motor is 10.5 0 versus 2.4 02 of the
EOD-2 motor armature resistance. A power loss through H-bridge network is directly
proportional to armature current. Thus a H-bridge power loss of the EOD-2 is less than
a power loss of the EOD-1. A detailed calculation and discussion is in Chapter 3.2.
Driver Motor Circuit.
A gearhead was chosen based on the maximum designed speed of the EOD vehicles.
Eq.3.1 shows a simple calculation used to choose a gearhead ratio.
4800 2nr
n = = 25.1 (Eq.3.1)60 v•ax
Where
r = 0.0762 m = radius of the wheel
v x = 1524 m / s = 5 ft / sec = desred maximum velocity
The maximum angular velocity is 4800 RPM, but it is true for no load speed. An
actual load speed is lower than the no-load speed and varies based on a load. Thus
actual maximum EOD vehicle velocity is slower than 5 ft/sec.
3.2. EOD Driver Motor Circuits
Pulse Width Modulation (PWM) motor control circuits are most widely used by
industry, hobbyist, school and researchers. Main attraction of this PWM motor control
circuit is power efficiency. PWM modulate a signal voltage level proportional to an on-
voltage duty cycle, thus PWM uses an effect of averaging voltage. A switching
frequency is selected fast enough not to see a chattering motion of motor. Faster
switching means a better averaging voltage and better motor response. But a switching
frequency is limited by a maximum transistor switching frequency and PWM generator
frequency. Also power efficiency drops as a PWM frequency increases.
PWM is extensively used to drive a highly inductive load. If a load is purely resistive,
output voltage and current are in phase, which makes a very sudden power delivery. A
delivered power will also be in a pulse form and it is not very much desirable. A
smooth power delivery is more desirable in many application. In fact, class A amplifier
is most desirable in many application due to its high fidelity of amplifying input power.
PWM is used mainly to produce an average voltage, that should be equal to the original
signal voltage. But the output signal is just a sequence of fast switching. The load
should see an average voltage, but the response would be noticeably different than the
original signal when the switching frequency is not adequate. PWM cannot be used in a
music system, since the output signal is totally different from the input signal. In fact
that is why it is called 'modulated'. A speaker will sounds the modulated signal instead
of the original signal, even though a speaker is inductive. But a PWM circuit is very
useful for motor controller circuit. A DC servo motor with a load naturally
demodulates the PWM signal. An armature controlled DC servo motor with a
rotational load has a third order dynamics from the PWM control armature voltage.
Naturally this third order dynamics is a Low Pass Filter (LPF) which eliminates high
frequency contents of the PWM armature voltage signal. This is a natural way of
demodulation, but it is not perfect. However this is why a PWM motor controller is
most extensively used area while PWM signal cannot be used in a speaker without a
demodulation.
A speaker uses the class A or class AB amplifiers, but maximum efficiency is 25 %
and 78.5 %, respectably. Since maximum efficiency is 25 % and 78.5 %, usual
operation efficiency is about 10% to 20% and 50% to 60%, respectably. For a power
operation amplifier, the class AB is most popular type of output stage. The class A has
very low power efficiency, it is rarely used beyond output of 1 Watt. If one uses a
power operational amplifier for a motor control circuit, maximum theoretical efficiency
is 78.5 % and actual operating efficiency is close to 50 % or lower. The power
conversion efficiency of PWM is depends on an impedance of a solid state switch.
Since the nature of PWM does not require a high fidelity signal amplification, the
output stage circuit is simple. PWM does not even have any other signal form than a
pulse. Therefore the power output stage needs to track an on-off input signal to
produce an exact copy of PWM input signal and power amplification. There are
several different configurations that implements the power output stage of motors.
High-side switching configuration is a popular switching circuit for one directional
motion control. The N-channel MOSFET is used as a source follower. One needs to be
careful that the gate voltage must be equal the output voltage plus the gate-source
voltage at that specific load current. The gate voltage should be well above the rail
voltage since the drain-source voltage should be minimum for a maximum power
transfer to the load. Therefore the gate voltage should be
VG = VGS(ON) + Vs  VGS(ON) + Vcc. The gate voltage can be provided by several
different techniques, i.e. a separate voltage source, voltage doubler, boost trapping,
inductive flyback, pulse transformer, and so on. One must decide which technique is
most suitable for the particular application. National Semiconductor makes a built-in
boost trapper in their popular H-bridge networks if space and component number are
very important. A pulse transformer is an easy solution, but the pulse transformer can
be bulk and expansive. A voltage doubler needs a few diode, capacitor and PWM
input, and it is cheap. However it can only double the rail voltage. If more than double
of the rail voltage is required, cascaded diode-capacitor network can raise this rail
voltage even higher. Flyback converter is using a high spark voltage of the inductor.
When the power side inductor current is disconnected, the stored energy of the
inductor is dumped to the diode-capacitor network. This flyback converter needs a
transistor driver for the inductor.
Totem-pole network is also a popular network if bi-directional operations are required
for DC motors. Totem-pole has a similar structure of push-pull network. Instead of
using a n-channel and p-channel MOSFET, totem-pole use two n-channel MOSFETs.
However totem-pole requires ± Vcc, which is not much desirable for battery
operations. Some might say, there exist a DC polarity inverter and could be used to
provide ± Vcc,. It is true, but this DC polarity inverter is usually intended for low
power output. (Usually its maximum output is less than 0.5 W to 1 W). For the EOD's
15 W output motor, no DC polarity inverters can suffice the power requirement.
H-bride is by far the most common DC motor driver network and better performance
over other networks. H-bridge is also a bi-direction motor control network and needs
only + Vcc instead of two different polarity. This is most charming feature of H-bridge
and extensively used in battery powered motors. H-bridge also gives a great flexibility
on controlling discharging rate. Noticeable one is that H-bridge has a fastest
discharging rate than any other driver networks, which allows a fast motor breaking.
Vcc
(a) High side switching as a source follower
Vcc
(b) Totem-pole
Vcc
(c) H-bridge
Figure 3.2.1. Various motor driver output stages
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(Usually claimed by many semiconductor manufactures, but, in fact, this feature is
what most control theorist assumed in their modeling and controller designer for
decades). One can notice that H-bridge needs four MOSFETs or BJTs instead of two in
totem-pole bi-directional motor driver. Especially when ten motor driver control
circuits must be implemented in the rear platform of the EOD vehicle, 40 transistors
are need. This is rather undesirable. The original EOD-1 was build by this 40
TMOSFET, but it was changed by other design which essentially used a National
Semiconductor's single chip to generate PWM and drive motors. If the EOD motors
had similar specification of the National Semiconductor's intended motor, it could have
worked better. But the National Semiconductor LMD18245 had inadequate DA
converter resolution (it is only 4 bits), which makes any reasonable control algorithms
unworkable. In addition LMD18245 was very under-powered compared to the EOD-
l's MicroMo motors. A new design for the EOD driver motors was completed and
fully simulated with sliding mode control algorithm. This design reduces complexity of
the usual motor control circuits to a half. Same time it can use a much better control
algorithm, sliding mode control, than a conventional PWM with continuous PID
control.
Before a detailed design procedure and thoughts are discussed, it is important to
discuss importance of power efficiency of various H-bridge and switching technique.
When the PWM signal is on, one source MOSFET and one opposite side sink
MOSFET is on. Figure 3.2.2. shows a basic operation of H-bridge.
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Fi ure 3.2.2. H-bridge Operation
Notice that the diode is already integrated in almost every power MOSFET or BJT to
protect the devices damaging from inductive load. Motor is heavily inductive and need
to be treated carefully when the power is switched off. PWM is a fast switching signal,
and those power MOSFET could be easily damaged if diodes are not connected as in
Figure 3.2.2. From Figure 3.2.2., a current route is from SI, motor and to S4 when the
motor is rotating in forward motion and the PWM signal is on duty-cycle. Now the
PWM signal is off-duty-cycle, S4 is in a cut-off region and the energy stored in the
t-o
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inductor suddenly accumulates a very high voltage (as high as 500 V). If there were no
diode, the inductor current had no where to flow until the break-down voltage of S4 or
S2 reaches. Then a spark will occur inside of MOSFETs. This break-down is different
from regular reversible avalanche of semiconductor. This break-down is irreversible
which will cause malfunction. To prevent this, diodes are added to redirect current
route to S2 diode. Thus the motor voltage will not reach to the break-down voltage of
semiconductor. Even to enhance the diode function, S2 will be on during off-duty of
PWM signal in forward mode. Table 3.2.1. show a logic truth table of H-bridge
operation. This logic could vary in some degree, nonetheless basic logic remains same.
PWM Direction Brake Active Output Drivers
H H L S1,S4
H L L S2, S3
L X L S1, S2
H H H S1, S2
H L H S3, S4
L X H None
Table 3.2.1.1 Logic truth table of H-bridge
Now let us look at more detail on the MOSFET characteristic. When the MOSFET is
on-state, an equivalent resistance value between source and drain, rDS(ON), should be as
small as possible. If rDS(ON) is too large, then there will be a significant power loss
through the MOSFET. Maximum power transfer of two networked system has been
always very important part of any design, this rDS(ON) should be considered seriously.
If a H-bridge design loses a lot of power, then it loses its original purpose of using
PWM and H-bridge. For example if one loses more than 30 % than it is better to use
class AB output amplifiers. As mentioned earlier class AB amplifiers has a maximum
efficiency of 78.5% and usual 50% to 60% power transfer efficiency. And class AB
has a very high fidelity signal amplification, while PWM suffers from its averaging
voltage by a fast switching.
EOD-1 motor has 2.4 9) armature resistance and EOD-2 motor has 10.5 Q armature
resistance. A usual 3 to 15 A MOSFET has rDS(ON) = 039 which is considerably low
rDS(ON) resistance. Also a Motorola MTP50N05 is 50 A MOSFET and has 0.03 C) of
rDS(ON) resistance. While a cost for 3 A MOSFETs and 50 A MOSFETs are almost
same, there is no cost advantage for 3 A MOSFETs. Even they share same package
size. Assume the motor stalled. The maximum continuous current for both EOD-1 and
EOD-2 motors are 24V/2.40f = 10 A and 24V/10.59f = 2286 A, respectably. Notice
that even though the EOD-1 motor is rated 12 V, the EOD-1 is using 24 V system. So
when the EOD-1 stalls, this is a maximum continuous current. One might argue it is
not necessary, since the motor will be current regulated. It is true if the motor is
current limited. But one should design a circuit to handle a worst case scenario. What
if the current limit is malfunctioning ? That is why still one should consider 10 A stall
' Logic table from National Semiconductor data book, LMD18200'
current not 5 A. Usual safety factor for MOSFET is 2 to 3 times, which gives 20 to 30
A MOSFETs and 5 to 8 A MOSFETs, respectably. One might think 50A MOSFET is
an overkill. Only by looking at the above safety factor calculations, it seems very
unreasonable to use 50 A MOSFET versus 20 A and 8 A MOSFETs. But, instead of
using smaller current rated MOSFETs, 50 A MOSFET was used in the original EOD-1
motor driver for the following reason. Let's calculate the power conversion efficiency
from H-bridge to DC motors. Since only resistance consumes power, a power
consumption calculation is somewhat simple.
Pout I2Ra Ra
r 2nR = rD = + a (Eq.3.2)
Pin I2(2rDs(oN) + R) 2rDS(ON) + R,
Where Ra is an armature resistance of DC motor.
Thus the power transfer efficiency of each H-bridge is following.
R, 2.4
qreff 3A a - = 0.8002 rDS(ON) + Ra 0.6 +2.4
(Eq.3.3)
Ra 2.4
7eff 50A a = = 0.9762 rDS(ON) + Ra 0.06 +2.4
As one can notice from Eq.3.3, the power efficiency of 3A rated MOSFET has 80 %
while the 50 A rated MOSFET has 97.6 % efficiency. This is a significant
improvement especially motor driver is spending more than 70 % of whole EOD
battery power. This is a saving of 12.3 % of overall battery power improvement. Also
notice that the power transfer efficiency is independent of armature current. Thus
above argument of whether calculating a stall current at 24 V or 12 V is justified. Only
change for a normal run mode will be overall improvement of the power transfer
efficiency for both 3 A H-bridge and 50 A H-bridge. This can be explained easily by
rDS(ON). The above rDS(ON) is a typical resistance at their maximum current. When the
load current of MOSFET lowers, the rDS(ON) also become smaller. This can be seen
easily from MOSFET current equation. On the triode region the current-voltage curve
is not linear, but rather square-root proportional. Thus the drain-source resistance,
rDS(ON), become smaller as the source current become smaller. Therefore using
MTP50NO5 was a good choice since it improved the power efficiency. Thus it also
requires a smaller heat sink compare to 3A rated drivers which can significantly save
space and weight. Also when the 3A driver operates at higher temperature than the
50A driver, the power transfer efficiency becomes even worse because of increasing
rDS(ON) exponentially. In the worse case condition, the 3A rated driver has a potential
to be permanently damaged by thermal-runaway. For EOD-2 the power transfer
efficiency for the 3A rated driver is 94.6 %. The 50A driver would have had 99.4 %,
but the 50A rated driver was not designed for the EOD-2 motor, anyhow. The 3A
rated driver has a good efficiency, and well suitable for the EOD-2 motors. Figure
3.2.3 shows the old motor driver circuit while Figure 3.2.4 shows the new motor
driver circuit. LMD 18200 is a single chip H-bridge pack with 3A rating. This package
is used to reduce number components in the new circuit.
Figure 3.2.3. The original EOD-1 motor control circuit
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Figure 3.2.4. The new EOD-2 motor control circuit
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But it is still desirable to be able to find a 5A rated H-bridge chip. Another possibility
is to increase the nominal battery voltage from 24 V to 36 V or 48 V. This way a DC
motor with same output power will be 2/3 or 1/2 of the current of 24V motor. Most of
MOSFET can handle up to 50 to 60V which has still same range of rDs(ON). If the
voltage rating rate of MOSFET rise to 100 V, then rDS(ON) increases up to 3 to 10 2.
Figure 3.2.3. shows a conventional H-bridge control circuit. In fact this circuit is
already simplified considerable by employing MC33033, a Brussels DC motor
controller chip. This MC33033 has several built in features that simplify PWM
generation, motor current limit, thermal protection, direction bit, and motor enable, but
flexible enough to customize ones design for specific applications. However this was
not enough to build 10 controllers in a 4x5 circuit board, which gave us no choice but
to use a simple LMD 18245, fully integrated motor driver chip. But this chip could
been good for a smaller motor with no real feedback speed control. Lack of output
resolution, which is only 4 bits, is a serious problem with several different speed mode
control design.
The new motor control circuit solves problems by using a 8 bit microprocessor,
PIC16C73, to control the H-bridge. Output voltage can be again used in a PWM
format, but it is not necessary to do so. Sliding mode control uses a switching output
with no variable output voltage. The controller itself calculate the output in a switching
form, which eliminates PWM of a continuous control voltage. This way there is no
need for PWM generation by either calculation by 8 bit microprocessor or dedicated
PWM chips. Already the control output from is in a very convenient form, such a
system that does not need a PWM generator nor a DA converter. This is a significant
improvement in performance, simplicity and robustness of the motor controller area. In
addition, many sliding mode controller applied in motor controller dose not employ a
simple switching control law if the controller must be a servo system. When the
controller is a servo system, the sliding mode controller tends to be a fast switching
plus a nominal time varying servo command. If the output of the sliding mode
controller is in such a form, it is impossible using a simple switching law. That kind of
sliding mode controller requires a class AB output stage to be able to vary output
voltage and a fast switching capability. A new sliding mode controller used in Chapter
5 is a pure switching output even though it is a servo controller.
3.3. Sonar Sensors
When the EOD vehicles are navigating to the destination along its path, it must be able
to detect an obstacle. The EOD vehicle must know its obstacles in the unknown terrain
condition to navigate. There are many techniques available to detect an obstacle. Radar
could be a very good solution as far as obstacle detection is concerned, but a radiowave
radar is too big and expensive for this particular vehicle. If the vehicle were a size of a
regular passenger car with high price tag, then the radiowave radar would been a very
good choice. Instead a small, inexpensive and simple sonar radar is a good alternative.
For a simple obstacle detection, a sonar circuit detects a reflected sonar signal fired by
a ultrasonic transducer and measure the time traveled. Then distance from the vehicle
to the obstacle can be calculated. It is possible to measure the reflected sonar signal,
and, by using a usual signal condition, distance, size and speed of the obstacle can be
determined. But, for the EOD vehicle's simple obstacle detection avoidance algorithm,
only distance of the obstacle from the vehicle is need.
This sonar sensors are composed of three parts: Polaroid ultrasonic transducers, the
range board and timing & control circuit. Polaroid ultrasonic transducers are the same
unit used in Polaroid cameras. The range board is a pre-assembled and introduced in
"Electronics Now" September 1993 issue. This range board does firing the ultrasonic
transducers and set a flag when the reflected sonar signal is detected. Timing & control
board control the firing sequence, measure the time traveled, and interface data to the
main processor board, Zilog.
Theory of operation is simple. Three Polaroid sonar transducers are mounted in the
front of the EOD-2. These transducers are pitched up a little where anything that is
higher than the sonar path will be determined as obstacles. Each transducers have 20 °
of beam angle so that three sonar transducers are angled 20 0 to each other. This gives
a frontal obstacle sweep angle of 60 0. Firing sequence and control of the range board
is done by the timing & control board. Data collected is then transferred to the main
processor for its navigation and obstacle avoidance algorithm. Figure 3.3.1. shows the
firing sequence of the sonar sensor.
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Fi ure 3.3.1. Timing diagram of the range board'
When the timing board sets INIT high, then the range board fires the sonar transducer.
Then the timing board sets BINH high to let the range board starts its receiving mode
' Courtesy of Electronics Now, September 1993
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for an echo. This sequence should be done 1 ms after INIT goes high to allow the
pulse transmission and for the transducer to settle down. When an echo is detected by
the range board, the ECHO goes high. Then the time traveled is measured and thus
distance can be calculated by the following formula.
td = - (340 + 0.6 -AT) (Eq.3.4)
2
Where d is distance in meters, t = 0.001+ measured time in seconds and AT = (15 -
ambient temperature) in Celsius.
The timing board is consist of PIC16C61 microprocessor embedded in STAMPTM-II
microprocessor board, signal delay circuit for 1 ms time delay and MM54HC595 8-bit
shift register for parallel data output. STAMPTM-II microprocessor board is a
convenient PIC16C61 power board and has a own BASIC program language. However
for future design it is better to use the PIC assembly instead of STAMPTM-II BASIC to
solve some problems and have more reliable operation. The PIC assembly code will
also make interface to main processor easy. Figure 3.3.2. shows a schematic of the
timing & control board for three sonar transducers and 8-bit parallel data output.
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3.4. Laser Positionin System (LPS)
For the EOD vehicle navigation, an absolute positioning system is required beside INS.
Differential GPS is a good candidate but it still does has limitation like accuracy
degradation under fast differential GPS antenna movement and weak signal on a cloudy
day. LPS is a tracker as its alias implies, a laser positioning system. The LPS consists
of two laser beacons (a.k.a. STROABS) and one or more transponders, and the system
is supposed to track the transponders, i.e. give the positions of the transponders
relative to the beacons.
The two beacons contain laser diodes (beaconl has one laser and beacon2 has two
lasers). The beacons are positioned a distance apart. An operation range is from 10 to
200 feet. The lasers in each beacon sweep around in a circle. Each beacons contain a
sensor to detect a laser hit. Using this sensor, the angular velocity of beacon2 is to be
synchronized with beacon1.
The system operates in the following manner. A cycle begins when beacon2 detects a
laser hit. This causes five clocks (r, r2, xyl, xy2 and z) on board a remote computer to
be activated. When beacon2 detects another hit, clock r is stopped. Hence, r measures
the time required for beaconl's laser to go one full revolution. Clock r2 is stopped
when beaconl detects a laser hit. Hence r2 measures the phase lag of the leading
beacon2 laser. The clocks xyl, xy2 and z2 are stopped each time the transponder
detects a laser hit. Notice that the transponder cannot distinguish between the lasers
from beacon1 and beacon2. Also, if the system contains more than one transponder,
there are multiple xyl, xy2 and z clocks. Base on the geometry of the system, the
order of the hits is known. Using the times r, r2, xyl and xy2, the position of the
transponder can be computed. Figure 3.4.1. shows a geometry of the system.
Be
Fi ure 3.4.1. LPS geometrical configuration.
This LPS was provided by MTI© system with significant engineering design faults.
Provided electronics were not properly functioning to successfully track transponders.
There were three major design faults.
First, beacon2 must be synchronized to beacon1 with a small phase lag angle. This
phase angle value can be anywhere in between 30 to 60 degrees, but the phase angle
must be stable once it is fixed at certain angle. A simple PLL is employed in the
beacon synchronization, but its stabilization range is too narrow to synchronize. In fact
beacon2 fails to synchronized to beaconl for most of time. After several painful trial
beacon2 finally synchronizes if one is very lucky. When a line of sight between two
beacon is blocked for a short period of time, beacon2 is already asynchronized. This is
a major design flaw. Thus to solve this problem, a new synchronization circuit must be
designed and implemented. The design of such circuit has been done and its hardware
is completed. Simulation of the new synchronization circuit is done in Chapter 6.
Actual 8-bit microprocessor assembly programming has yet to be completed.
Second, the transponder's radio communication system was not reliable. A CB
frequency are used with a 6 transistor superheterodyne AM transmitter and receiver. A
CB frequency in between 27 MHz to 30 MHz is extremely busy range, which caused a
problem for outdoor operations. The best way to eliminates this interference is to get a
frequency allocation from FCC, but it is still limited in locations and the process takes
more than 1 to 2 years. Alternative was to use a better AM CB receiver. A 6 transistor
superheterodyne AM receiver did not have high Q number and squelching mode. A
armature HAM radio receiver, which is very popular and accessible from market, is a
good alternative for high Q number receiver. This essentially solved communication
linkage problem. Since the receiver is in the ground station, size of the receiver is not
much bounded as in the transmitter. Also the transmitter in the EOD vehicle is
adequate for the proper operation. Its output power is 300 mW which is powerful
enough to operate within the EOD operation site.
Third, the choice of synchronization beacon was poor engineering decision. Beaconl is
a free spinning laser while beacon2 is a synchronization laser. Fact is the spinning
inertia of beacon2 is much larger than one in beaconl. And both beacon motors were
powered by same power source without each individual power regulation. This mean
when the power supply voltage is 12 V, then beaconl laser is spinning with smaller
load than beacon2's load. To be able to control beacon2 to synchronize free spinning
beaconl, beacon2 must have more control authority. The original setup by MTI was
opposite. The controlled beacon2 had a heavier load than beaconl's and beaconl and
beacon2 uses same voltage to power motors. To solve this problem, the supply voltage
should be regulated separately. Now the beaconl is regulated by LM2931CT, low
voltage drop-out variable regulator. The regulated voltage is set to 8 V from 12 V
power source. Then beacon2 is regulated to 9 V. This is a current setup for LPS and
seems to be best voltage level for the current PLL circuit to synchronize. This will
soon be changed due to addition of the new synchronization circuit. The new
synchronization circuit will use 12 V and will not be regulated to lower voltage. A
LQR control or its variation will be implemented, and its design and computer
simulation will be shown in Chapter 5 and 6, respectably. Figure 3.4.2. shows the low
drop-out voltage regulator circuit and Figure 3.4.3. shows the new synchronization
circuit.
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Figure 3.4.3. New synchronization circuit
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Note that the new synchronization circuit is using an operational amplifier, LM675, for
motor control. Unlike the EOD-2 motor driver circuit, this LPS is not a mobile system.
Once positions of beacons are set up, each beacons are fixed during the EOD
operation. Thus a size of synchronization circuit is not as important as in one of the
EOD motor driver circuit. The synchronization circuit in Figure 3.4.3. gives flexibility
of implementing almost any kind of control algorithm. This would serve as an
interesting test bed for many different motor control algorithm. If more power is
required, LM12, 80W operational amplifier, can substitute LM675 in the above circuit.
However it makes me wonder now that why this synchronization circuit is needed if the
simpler EOD motor control circuit get the job done with sliding mode control. Only
one reason in my mind justifies reason of the LPS synchronization circuit being
different from the EOD motor control circuit. The LPS synchronization circuit is more
flexible to implement different control algorithm when sliding mode control fails to
control.
3.5. Gyro Low Pass Filter/Anti-Aliasin Circuit
A micro-mechanical gyro is used to estimate an EOD vehicle heading angle. By
integrating the gyro output, angle estimation can be derived. Integration is done by a
local microprocessor and AD converter. Since the output of the gyro is sampled, it is a
good idea to use an anti-aliasing filter. Also it can change estimation performance
which will be discussed in more detail in Chapter 4.3. Eq.3.5 shows a desired transfer
function of the LPS/anti-aliasing filter.
10,rT(S) r (Eq.3.5)
S+10;r
This filter can be implemented by an RC network. A passive RC network is not
desirable since the output impedance is too high for an AD converter. Usually more
than 10 KO source resistance will cause a problem in most AD converter. Therefore an
active LPF is more desirable since its output impedance is nearly 0.1 n or less. Figure
3.5.1. shows an active LPF/anti-aliasing filter.
R1
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Vout
Fi ure 3.5.1. LPF/anti-aliasing filter for AD converter
CHAPTER 4
Mathematical Modeling of EOD Vehicle Dynamics
For system analysis and control, a mathematical model of system is a basis and starting
point. In other words, modeling of the system is essential for a system analysis,
controller deign and simulation. Also each design stage may not necessarily use a same
model. For instance a linear model can be used to design a controller, and a nonlinear
model with noise can be used in simulation and verification of the controller. There
exist many results in linear control theory, so it is advantageous to use a linear model
for controller design. Any system is hardly linear, but it is possible to linearize the
system around its nominal trajectory. Once a linear controller is designed, a nonlinear
model can be used to verify and simulate the whole system with the linear controller.
One can also to design a nonlinear controller based on a Lyapunov function, but it is
harder to analyze and design a controller and whole system. Many nonlinear control
theories have been developed, but most of them are still based upon a Lyapunov
function method. Depend on a situation, a nonlinear controller could be more
advantageous than a linear controller. It is controller engineer's responsibility to be
able to choose an optimum controller based on case by case. Thus providing a linear
and nonlinear model of system is important in control and analysis.
4.1. Models of Motor, Gear and Wheels
A modeling of a DC motor is very common and important in practical situation. A
complete model of a DC motor has been available in academia for a long time, but in
an industry it has been hardly used in controller design. Main reason was complete
trust on a PID controller in industries. In many industrial practices, no model of DC
motor nor system is used to design a controller. In most of DC motor control design, a
PID controller with unknown parameters is actually implemented and parameters of a
PID are tweaked until the response of the DC motor is satisfactory in some degree.
This was most common practice, and actually it is still practiced among industries. But
it is not a efficient way to design an optimum controller. Many cases response of
system can be improved significantly. In addition a control force can be reduced to
achieve a similar or better system response. Also in our EOD vehicle case, it is more
desirable to predict and design a controller using a computer simulation than actually to
build a controller and tweak control gains until a speed and position of the EOD is
acceptable.
Since a six-wheeled vehicle has been proven to be most maneuverable in rough terrain,
the EOD vehicle is also a six-wheeled vehicle with three separate platforms connected
with two flexible steel wires. Also most of the time, the reference command is a
position command with a fixed speed. This implies that the reference command will be
a first order polynomial. Since the EOD vehicle will operate in rough terrain, each
motors are controlled independently. This will give more flexibility in operation. i.e. A
rock can block only the left front wheel while other wheels are at flat surface, and the
left front wheel needs more torque than others. Thus six DC motors are required for
the drivers.
The DC brush motor used for a drive motor has 15 atts of output. (or 25 atts with
adequate cooling). Also its gear ratio is 25:1. Desired maximum velocity of the vehicle
on a flat surface is 1.5 m/s. A gear train has a dynamics, but for all practical purpose it
is assumed to have friction force, damping force and inertial force which leads to a
second order linear dynamics. A backlash is ignored in controller design as it
mentioned in Chapter 3.1. Drive Motor and Gear. A backlash of the gear is less than
2.5 degrees or equivalently less than 0.0436 rad. This is also equal to 3.32 mm in
translation motion. But a backlash will be included in a simulation and verification of
the controller. Figure 4.1.1. shows a drawing of an internal system of DC motor
without load.
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Figure 4.1.1. DC motor with a load
First a block diagram of a DC motor without a load will be derived. Then a gear and
load will be modeled. A load has two different mode which are a wheel without
slipping and a wheel with slipping.
An armature dynamics is determined by a simple Kirchoff's law.
dia (t)
Va(t) = i+ (t)Ra + La  + V,(o(t)) (Eq.4.1)
here Vtcmf is a back electro motive force and linear function of o(t). This back EMF
limits a torque applied at a higher speed.
Vb6cnf(t) = Kemf O(t) (Eq.4.2)
Where Kbemf is a back EMF constant of the DC motor.
The motor torque zm(t) is linearl proportional to a armature current, ia(t). It is
assumed that the motor torque is related linearl to the air-gap flux, 4.
Im (t) = K,ia(t) (Eq.4.3)
Also the motor torque zm(t) is equal to the load torque of the motor, tL(t), and the
disturbance torque, zd(t).
m (t) = tL(t)+ Zd(t) (Eq.4.4)
The disturbance torque is composed of internal and external forces such as gravit
gradient force in a hill, small obstacles i.e. rocks, and so on. Thus the disturbance
torque is unknown b its nature, but sometimes it is possible a least to predict its
waveform. The load torque for rotating mass is written as
d29(t) do(t)TL(t) = j + f + zf (Eq.4.5)
dt2  dt
Where,
J = Armature Inertia +Load Inertia
f = Rotational Damping Friction Coefficient
f, = Rotational Frictional Torque
Therefore if Eq.4.2, 4.3, 4.4 and 4.5 are substituted in Eq.4.1, the load angle, e(t), is
a function of the armature voltage, Va(t). Or equivalentl a block diagram can be
obtained. Take Laplace transformations of Eq. 4.1, 4.2, 4.3, 4.4 and 4.5 then the
armature voltage, Va(s5), is a function of the armature current, La(s).
Va (s) =(Ra + Las)Ia (s) + Vbemf (S) (Eq.4.6)
Then the armature current is
Va (s) - K f sO(s) (Eq.4.7)
Ia (S)= (Eq.4.7)
Ra + Las
And the load torque, iL(s), is
L (S) = JS2 0(S) + fSO(S) + rf = Tm (S) - Td (S) (Eq.4.8)
Figure 4.1.2. shows a block diagram of a DC motor with a rotational load. A gear and
wheel on the ground require more complicated model which will be derived later.
I "s" is a Laplace operator.
Figure 4.1.2. Block diagram of an armature controlled DC motor
From the above block diagram, the transfer function of 0(s)/Va(s) is obtained.
O(s) K,0(s) K (Eq.4.9)
Va (s) s[(Ra + Las)(Js+f)+KbýmfK
,
However, the armature time constant, ra = La / Ra, is much faster than other eigen-
modes for many DC motors, thus the armature time constant is negligible for practical
simulation. But the armature time constant is still important for a direct P M control
and sliding mode control. For a simulation and verification of sliding mode control, the
armature time constant must be included.
Notice that KE is equal to Kbemf. This equality may be shown by considering the steady
state motor operation and the power balance when the rotor resistance is neglected.
The power input to the rotor is Kibmfoij and the power delivered to shaft is mro. In the
steady state condition, the power input is equal to the power delivered to the shaft.
Thus Knf oia = to = K,ia o , which implies that Kbmf = K,.
Now let's consider a gear and a wheel load. For simplicity assume a gear head with a
simple gear ratio, n, and a frictional torque loss. Of course a rotational damping
coefficient exists, but it can be absorbed in a motor damping coefficient, f. Same goes
to the gear moment of inertia. A wheel on the ground has a different effect on a load
dynamics. Figure 4.1.3. shows a free body diagram of a wheel on the ground with and
without slipping. hen the wheel is slipping, frictional force, F, becomes a constant
kinetic frictional force. It is expected that the mass of vehicle is directly related to the
wheel load dynamics, but it is acting differently based on the wheel slipping condition.
By definition, the wheel is not slipping when the contact point of the wheel and ground
has a same velocity which means the contact point has zero velocity in a local earth
gravitational inertial frame. In this paper, a local earth inertial frame is assumed rather
than an absolute frame. Thus it is implying that Newton's law apply in this local
inertial frame. An observer on the surface of the earth cannot be an inertial frame since
the sum of all accelerations and gravitational attractions are not zero. In the other
words, the acceleration is not transformed away. However general relativity admits
local inertial frame, where the laws of physics apply in a local region. This local earth
inertial frame is assumed in deriving all dynamic equations in this paper with exception
of Inertial Navigation System (INS).
I g=9.8 m/s
Figure 4.1.3. Free body diagram of a wheel on the ground
First let's assume the wheel is rotating without slipping. A moment of inertia of the
wheel is Jw. A mass of one wheel is mw, and a mass of a platform without wheels is
mp. Let's define mL = mw + 1/2-mp.
ExI N-mLg=0
Eyl F=mLjy
(Eq.4.10)
(Eq.4.11)
(Eq.4.12)
(Eq.4.13)M s -TD -Fr = JWL +f 6 L
Where r is a radius of the wheel. Since the wheel is not slipping, Eq.4.12 can be used.
Thus F can be solved and is substituted in Eq.4.13. Also notice that Ts is a torque
applied to a load shaft after a gearhead. A shaft torque is amplified by the gearhead and
a simple model of a gearhead can derive an equation between the motor torque, rm, and
the shaft torque,Ts. Since a gearhead is used, an inter disturbance and external
disturbance will have different effect directly related to the gear ratio, n. Following
derivation ignores an internal disturbance, thus Tm=TL, Td=O.
Tm = JA+ fi + "f + fx
nx = (Jw + mLr 2)L + fWL + TD
(Eq.4.14)
(Eq.4.15)
(Eq.4.16)( = nOL
Then if Eq.4.15 and 4.16 is substituted to Eq.4.14, a famous n2 relationship appears.
S=(J +•(Jw mLr)) + (f +  )6+  +-
n n n
z y
(Eq.4.17)
Z
hen the wheel is rotating with slipping, a kinetic friction will replace a static friction.
But a static friction is not a constant function and is a direct function of an angular
velocity. On the other hand, a kinetic friction is not a function of an angular velocity
and a constant assuming a constant kinetic friction coefficient and a normal force. Thus
a translation velocity is not directly proportional to an angular velocity. Thus if the
wheel is rotating with slipping, sums of forces and torques are following.
x N - mg = 0
ylI F=4 kN
M: s -TD - Fr = JW6L +fWL
(Eq.4.18)
(Eq.4.19)
(Eq.4.20)
Thus a kinetic friction, F, is a just a constant force assuming a constant Wk and N.
hen the EOD is operating on rough terrain, gk and N will change. But gk and N are
not known and/or predictable in real time. Eq.4.21 shows a motor torque as a function
of 0.
(J =  :J 2+( +f D k+ LmLgr)
n n n
(Eq.4.21)
From above equations, Math Flow Diagrams (MFD) are obtained. Figure 4.1.3. shows
a MFD of a wheel without slipping. Also Figure 4.1.4. shows a MFD of a wheel with
slipping.
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Figure 4.1.3. MFD of a wheel without slipping
1Figure 4.1.4. MFD of a wheel with slipping
A kinetic frictional torque is a constant while a static friction torque is a direct function
of a translation acceleration assuming gLk and N are constant. When the EOD vehicle is
operating on rough terrain, a kinetic friction coefficient, Jgk, a normal force, N, will
change due to change of terrain conditions. When the EOD vehicle is climbing a
normal force, N, is reduced with proportional to sin(Oslope). A wheel starts to slip when
an applied torque to a wheel is exceeding a maximum static friction. A more accurate
description is in Eq.4.22 for a wheel on the ground.
Slipping if t s - tD JWL - fWL 2 Fr (Eq.4.22)
Table 4.1.1. shows some coefficients of friction on different materials. Most of time a
kinetic friction coefficient is smaller than a static frictional coefficient for a same
material.
Materialss
Steel on steel 0.74 0.57
Aluminum on steel 0.61 0.47
Copper on steel 0.53 0.36
Rubber on concrete 1.0 0.8
Wood on wood 0.25-0.5 0.2
Glass on glass 0.94 0.4
Waxed wood on wet snow 0.14 0.1
Waxed wood on dr snow - 0.04
Metal on metal (lubricated) 0.15 0.06
Ice on ice 0.1 0.03
Teflon on Teflon 0.04 0.04
S novial joints in humans 0.01 0.003
Table 4.1.1. Coefficients of Friction'
i All values are approximate. Ra mond A. Serwa , "Ph sics for Scientist & Engineers," Third
edition, HBJ, 1990.
From Figure 4.1.3. and 4.1.4. MFD, state variable representation can be derived.
Define xi = 8 L, x2 = Co, x3 = im. Also measured outputs are load angle and angular
velocity. The motor torque, tm, can be indirectly measured by measuring the armature
current. As mentioned earlier, a measurement of an armature current by Kelvin mirror
current is linear at room temperature, but is nonlinear at higher operating temperature.
Eq.4.23 shows a state variable matrix for a motor dynamics with a no slipping wheel.
n-1
n2f +fw
n2J +JW +mLr
K Kemf
La
0
n
2
n2J +JW + mLr
Ra
La
x O On
x,+ 0[Va ]+ - J t +K, n2j +J , +fLr
x3 -i L 0
y[ 0
y = [1 0 01 x2 (Eq.4.23)
Now form Figure 4.1.4., a state variable representation of a motor dynamics with a
slipping wheel. Eq.4.24 shows a state variable matrix for a motor dynamics with a
slipping wheel.
0 n'
0 n2f+fw
n2 J +Jw
0 KKbemf
La
0
n
2
n2J +Jw
Ra
La
x 0 0
S 2 n D P k  Lgr
X2  nJ +J0 n nx31, 0- · · · lmg
y=[1 0 01 x2
-X3
(Eq.4.24)
4.2. Models of Three Platform Dynamics
EOD vehicle has three separated platforms which are connected by two steel wires.
That means, three platforms could have rocking motion due to separate control of 6
wheels. The rocking motion can be eliminated (or reduced substantially) by studying
the vehicle dynamics and design an overall controller. The reason that two steel wires
are used to connect each platforms is to provide flexibility and maneuverability in
x3
i,
rough terrain. Following figures show the advantage of using 6 wheeled vehicle
connected by steel wires.
Figure 4.2.1. Flexible three platforms add advantage in maneuvering on rough terrain
But when its wheels are controlled locally with same desired velocity, the EOD vehicle
started rocking motion while it is traveling. If the rear wheel try to go faster than the
middle wheel, then two steel wires bend instead just pushing the middle platform. Then
the middle platform gained its speed while the rear wheel slows down. Once those
connecting wires are straight, then same process repeats provided the vehicle is still in
transient mode. Unfortunately when the vehicle travels slow with a low resolution in
the control voltage, the above rocking motion is preventing the vehicle to travel in a
steady speed. Thus a constant rocking motion continues on instead of dying out. One
possible solution is to use stiffer wires to reduce the undesired rocking motion. But
stiffer wires provide less flexibility, which was the main reason using flexible wires
instead of rigid beams. Also we can shorten wires, but some minimum distance
required to preventing each platforms are not heating to each other during rocking
motion. It may be possible to find a optimal wire gage and length, but the current
settings for the wire gage and length are pretty much optimized. A better solution is to
make sure the front wheel spins faster than the middle wheel and the middle wheel
spins faster the rear wheel during a transient. This can be done by different bandwidth
filters for desired speed reference on each platforms. hen the vehicle is accelerating
the front platform has a highest bandwidth reference input filter. On the other hand, if
the vehicle is decelerating, the front platform has a lowest bandwidth reference input
filter. Bandwidths of each input filter are design parameters and could be determined
roughly from the modeled vehicle dynamics.
Main purpose of controller design is to have a virtual stiff compression spring constant
while the flexibility of the wires provides a better mobility on rough terrain. A closed
loop controller will be eventually designed, but how to measure the distance of the
platform is remained as an open question. For the implementation an open loop control
be implemented to solve the above problem, but a close loop controller will be much
better for the performance. But a close loop control idea can be applied other similar
problems with more room and budget to build a sensor (i.e. trains, multi-cargo trucks).
In modeling of two steel wires connecting platforms, it is assumed a steel wire obeys
Hook's law. Since two wires are oriented in horizontal to the ground, even a small
force applied to steel wires induce a buckling. In other words, a buckling load required
for steel wires are relatively small thus will be assumed to be zero. In fact steel wires
are already buckled. Thus a steel wire is modeled by a spring with two different region
of spring coefficient. Figure 4.2.2. shows a steel wire with both ends fixed.
g=9.8 m/s
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Figure 4.2.2. Fixed-fixed steel wire
here Lo is a relaxed length when Px is zero. The moment and vertical force do exist,
but they are ignored due to a small effect on rocking motion of platforms. Vertical
force do effect on the normal force of each platform, but it is small compare to a
weight of each platform. This essentially leads to a =(n)/7Vspring obeying a Hook's law.
Notice that a spring constant when it is stretched is much larger than one when it is
compressed. It is very much possible to derive a spring constant when it is compressed
but is much easier to actually measure it. hen steel wires are stretched, a same spring
model is valid with a much higher spring constant, until it reaches a yield strength.
Driver motors for the EOD vehicle does not have enough power to reach the yield
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strength of the steel wire used. Thus Young's modulus, which is the slope of the stress-
strain curve in elastic region, is applied.
E (Eq.4.25)
here E is a modulus of elasticity, or Young's modulus. Also a is a engineering stress
and E is an engineering strain.
PA = (Eq.4.26)
Ao
I - 10X = x (Eq.4.27)
here P is an applied tension force, Ao is the original cross-section area, Ix is the
distance between the gage marks after force P is applied, and lo is the original distance
between the gage marks. Therefore a steel wire can be modeled by a spring with two
different spring constants for compression and tension regime. Eq.4.28 and Eq.4.29
are mathematical descriptions for a steel wire with above simplification.
F = -k21l where 1>0 (Eq.4.28)
here
k, = 122 N / lm
k2 = AE = (3.14 x 10)(2 x 10") = 63x106 N n (Eq.4.29)
10 0.1
F is a compression force which in same direction with an engineering stress a and e is
a strain.
Now let's examine a dynamics of one platform assuming a force F as an arbitrary
force. An interaction between platforms will be studied later. Each platforms are
mounted on an outside shaft of wheels. Thus a platform cannot rotate about its
mounting point as long as tires are not rotating on the ground and there is no tire
deformation. But a tire deforms when a rotational torque is applied. A tire returns to an
original shape when a rotational torque is removed. This is true for a elastic region of a
tire material, and a tire will have a permanent deformation beyond a elastic region, i.e.
plastic deformation region. If the tires are twisted into a plastic deformation region,
those tires should be replaced which is not a desirable situation. But the EOD motor
drivers do not have enough torsion power to push tires beyond a elastic region. Also a
tire comes back to its original shape quickly which suggest an existence of a strong
damping force. hile actual tire torsion dynamics is high order nonlinear dynamics, a
simplification of dynamics to a linear first order is sufficient for all practical purpose.
It is assumed that a tire torsion dynamics can be modeled by a spring force and a
damping force. A first order model will not exhibit an oscillatory damping motion
which exists on a real tire dynamics. It is possible to model to a high order nonlinear
dynamics, but it is not necessary to obtain a high fidelity model to approximate and
study dynamics of this vehicle rocking motion which is not a dominant dynamics. It is
just to study dynamic behavior and possible future problems for a bigger vehicle with
more power.
Figure 4.2.3. on next page shows free body diagrams of a platform assuming a force F
exerted by two steel wires as an arbitrary force. Eq.4.30 is a simplified mathematical
equation of tire torsion dynamics.
M, = -kt8 -f (Eq.4.30)
By summing a moment about a point P, a relationship of 0 and F can be determined.
-2k-2f8 + F cos(80 -8) + mpgd, sin(8) = Jp8cos(80)
or
Jps + 2ft8 + 2kt8 - mpgd, sin() = Fd 2 coS(80 ) (Eq.4.31)
cos(80 )
here JP is a moment of inertia of a platform about a point P. Notice that for the real
system Mt is a sum of two tire torsion torques, and F is a sum of force exerted by two
steel wires. These compensation must be included to accommodate an actual platform's
3D shape and two wheels attached. Now the above equation is a second order
nonlinear ODE. For a dynamic simulation, this Eq.4.31 simulates closer to an actual
platform dynamics than a linealized second order ODE. Still a linealized second order
ODE is useful for a simple system analysis and control. Since the deflected angle y is
small and the offset angle 80 = 12, following assumptions can be made.
sin(8) = 5
cos(8 o - 8) = sin(80)sin(S) + cos(8 0)cos(5) - sin(8 0 )(8) + cos(8 0 ) (Eq.4.32)
The deflected angle 8 will not exceed r/6 rad for above operation since two platform
will hit to each other at the deflection angle 5 of n/6 rad. In fact, this is the main
reason studying the rocking motion to ensure each platforms not hitting to each other.
Especially the middle and front platform are tall relative to their distance which they
may hit to each other with a small angle deflection 8. Then a linearized second order
ODE can be obtained. Notice that the error of cos(8 0 - 8) at 8 = n/6, 8o = 12 is 0.09.
2f (2k - gd)8 = Fd s(8o)
g=9.8 m/s
...... m...
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Figure 4.2.3. Free body diagrams of a platform
The rocking motion of platforms is also a first mode dynamics. A twisting motion in
sideways does occur due to uneven terrain. But when one tire is in higher position than
the other one in same platform due to an unknown rough terrain condition, there is
very little left to do. This twisting motion is also stable and a second mode dynamics,
thus it does not occur on a flat surface.
The compression force F applied by the two steel wires is a function of distance I and
modeled as a spring with two different spring constant regimes. This distance I is also a
function of motor torque rm. Since all three platforms are interconnected, a relationship
of I and rm must be expressed with all three platform motor torques. Figure 4.2.4.
shows a model of three platforms connected by two steel wires and applied motor
torques.
y
K0
0
r, Xr Dm
, Xm Uf, Xf
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Figure 4.2.4. Model of three platforms connected by two steel wires
Translation velocities of each platforms are directly related to the derivatives of Irm and
Imr. Let's assume the wheels are rotating without slipping. If the wheels are slipping, it
is not controllable. It is intuitively obvious that no frictional force can be added to
compress or stretch steel wires when wheels are slipping. Thus rocking motion of
platforms is stable due to no applied force.
FI =-2klm = -2k(x m - x - lo )  (Eq.4.34)
F2 =-2klmf = -2k(xf - xm - 10) (Eq.4.35)
here lo is a nominal distance between platforms, and k is ki where & <0 and k2 where
E> 0 from Eq.4.28. Finally the deflected angle 8 can be related to a function of the
motor torque cm or armature voltage Va. Since the armature voltage Va could be only
±24 V and 0 V, a continuous voltage cannot be implemented beside applying an
i~a~b~
""
- i I-*i
average voltage. Actually what is happening on averaging voltage is averaging an
armature current which is a directly proportional to a motor torque cm.
Definition of variables. Each platforms shares same motor and wheel parameters
except platform mass mp and external disturbance TD. Front, middle and rear platform
mp and TD will be noted by f, m and r suffix, respectably. Let us define state variables
of above systems.
X 1 = 8r, X2 =8r, X3 = 8 m,X4 "8m,X5 8 f,X 6 = f
X7 = OLr,X8 = , 9, x" = Tmt, XIo "= Lm1,X1 (m, rX12 = 'mm, X13 OLf, X14 f X15 = mf
Y1 = r,Y2 = 8m,Y3 = 5,, Y4 = Lr,, 5 = m,Y6 = Lf
where r, m, f suffix refers rear, middle and front platforms.
For simplicity, left and right motors in a same platform have 50:50 weight distribution,
thus both motors have virtually same responses for practical purpose. In reality each
motor will be controlled independently which will provide better maneuverability on
rough terrain. Eq.4.36 is a nonlinear dynamic system of the platforms with Eq.4.31
and y(t, Va). Also Eq.4.37 is a linearized dynamic system of the platforms with
Eq.4.33 and y(t, Va).
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4.3. Model of a Single Axis Micro-mechanical Gyro
This mechanical gyro uses a vibrating quartz tuning fork instead of a spinning wheel to
sense angular velocity. The use of a vibrating quartz tuning fork enables this gyro to be
small, light, compact and reliable. ith minimum mechanical parts, minimum wear
and power consumption could be achieved.
By the Coriolis effect, a rotational motion about the sensor's longitudinal axis produces
an analog DC voltage proportional to the rate of rotation. Figure 4.3.1. shows a block
diagram of the GyroChipTM II solid-state rate sensor.
Wi i Input Rate
Drive
Tines
Pickup
Tines
Oscillator
Pickup
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1 ............ 
Figure 4.3.1.1 Block diagram of the GyroChipTM II solid-state rate sensor.
Each tine have a Coriolis force acting on it. The two drive tines move in opposite
directions, and the resultant forces are perpendicular to the plane of the fork assemble
and in opposite directions. This produces a torque which is proportional to the input
rotational rate. Since the radial velocity is sinusoidal, the torque produced is also
sinusoidal at the same frequency and in-phase of the drive tines.
This gyro has a corner frequency at 50 Hz with a signal roll-off of -40 dB per decade
with a natural sinusoidal tone in the region of 325 ±1 Hz which is due to the driver op-
amp oscillation for the quartz element. The bandwidth is defined as a frequency, where
-90 degree phase shift occurs, in the manufacture's specifications. It is not a 3dB point,
1 Figure 4.3.1. is from GyroChipTM II Solid-State Rate Sensor Operational Manual.
but a knee or corner frequency. Therefore the gyro can be modeled as a second order
system with some nonlinearities. Figure 4.3.2. shows a block diagram of the gyro.
Figure 4.3.2. Block diagram of a linear gyro model
The noise n is composed of a first order Markov process and a sinusoid at 325 Hz. To
model the noise n more in detail, the following specifications are necessary. Table
4.3.1. shows a detailed specifications of the gyro.
Performance
Range + 100 '/sec
Scale Factor(SF) ± 2 %
SF over Operating Temperature < 4 % from Ambient
Bias +2.5 ±0.045 VDC
Bias Stability
Short Term (100 sec constant temp) < 0.05 '/sec
Long Term (1 yr.) < 1.0 0 /sec
Linear Acceleration Sensitivity < 0.06 */sec/g
Over Operating Environments < ± 3.0 "/sec
Linearity < 0.05 % of Full Range
Output Noise (to 100 Hz) < 0.05 */sec/•l4Hz
Bandwidth (-90o phase shift at 50 Hz) DC to 50 Hz
Resolution and Threshold < 0.004 O/sec
Alignment (sensitive axis to mounting surface) < 10
Start-Up Time < 1.0 sec
Operating Life > 5 Years
Operating Temperature 
-40 OC to +85 oC
Storage Temperature 
-55 OC to +100 OC
Operating Vibration (20 to 2000 Hz, Random) 4 g RMS
Survival Vibration (20 to 2000 Hz, Random) 10 g RMS
Shock-Survival (2ms, 1/2 sine) 200g
Table 4.3.1. Specifications of the gyro, GyroChipTM II
From Table 4.3.1. the maximum RMS noise of the device can be derived, and the
noise is a first order Markov process with a corner frequency of 100 Hz and a white
noise injection. Therefore a fictitious dynamics of noise can be derived and shown in
Eq.4.37, and Eq.4.38 shows a composite state variable representations.
Let's define 4(t) as a unit intensity, zero mean white noise. The RMS values of noise is
Gn = J10i-Hz0.05 0/sec/ ii-z = 0.5 0/sec = rad / sec. Then the noise process is
360
ii(t) = -200-a . n(t) +20k -- 7E(t)
(Eq.4.38)
= -2001 -n(t) +--• (t)18
Then the composite state variable equation can be derived.
i[ (t)l [-1007C
"2 (t)= 0
•j3 (t) 0
1 0 x, (t) 0 0
-100l x,2 (t) + 1002 2o (O(t)+ 0 jt)
0 -200 x- (t) j 0 3/2 /18
x, (t)
y(t) = •(t) =[1 0 1] x,(t)
x 3(t)J
(Eq.4.39)
4.4. Model of Laser Positioning System (LPS)
This laser positioning device also employees a DC servo motor to spin a cylindrical
mass in which a Laser Diode (LD) is mounted. The cylindrical mass is directly driven
by a DC motor, thus a gear ratio is 1:1. A mathematical description is thus similar to
one of driver wheel motors. Eq.4.40 describes the LPS motor system.
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(Eq.4.40)
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here xl(t)=OL(t), X2 (t) = L(t), x(t)= Va(t).
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CHAPTER 5
Controller Design for the EOD Vehicle
There are many control theories that work well in theory, but some controllers do not
work well in practical applications. Output measurements of a desired accuracy could
be difficult under tight time and cost constraint. Or measurements of some outputs
make a whole system more complicated and heavy. Also disturbances, a modeling
uncertainty and a fast computing time requirement are another obstacles to implement a
controller. Control input forms can also be restricted for simplicity or by the nature of
control input. For the EOD vehicle, simplicity and robustness are very important
attributes. Normally an operational amplifier armature voltage driver and a PWM
motor driver are most common. But, in this chapter, a new motor driver circuit with
H-bridge configurations will be cooperated with a sliding mode controller, which
eliminates a need of heavy-duty op-amps and AD converters. The EOD vehicle has a
unique six-wheeled configuration with three platforms connected by steel wires. This
configuration helps the EOD vehicle to maneuver better on rough terrain. But it
induces another interesting motion, a rocking motion of each platforms during a
transient response. This rocking motion will also be studied, and a novel design of
reducing the rocking motion will be introduced. Finally a filter design for the micro-
mechanical gyro and a phase lock controller for the LPS are derived.
5.1. Sliding Mode Control of Motor Drivers
Variable Structure Control (VSC) was developed from Russia, and it is often called
sliding mode control. In general, sliding mode control is a fast switching discontinuous
control. Theoretically the switching frequency should be infinitely fast, but the
switching frequency is bandwidth-limited. The switching input term can be switching
between two fixed values or switching with continuously variable values. The
following sliding mode controller is a simple switching control law with two fixed
values. As mentioned in Chapter 3.2. Driver Motor Electronics, the control input can
be ± 24 V or 0 V.
Sliding mode control is a robust nonlinear control and needs a simple actuator. Sliding
mode control drive a nonlinear plant to the desired trajectory or surface, which is
called the sliding surface. When the plant trajectory is not on the sliding surface,
sliding mode control drives to the sliding surface and keep on the sliding surface there
after. To maintain the nonlinear plant trajectory on the sliding surface, the sliding
condition should be met, that is guaranteed by a Lyapunov function of the sliding
surface. For simplicity on the notations, a Single Input Single Output (SISO) system
will be considered. A Multiple Input Multiple Output (MIMO) system has essentially
same derivations.
Define s(t) is an output error, F(t) = y* (t) - y(t), where y* (t) is a desired output and
y(t) is an output. Let's assume a system in the following state model.
1(t) = f(t, x) + B(t, x)u(t) + F(t,x)d(t)
(Eq.5. 1)
y(t)= Ct)x(t)
Where x(t) Rn , u(t) e R1, f(t,x) = Rn , B(t,x) E RnXl, F(t,x) e Rnxl, d(t) e R', and
C(t) e Rl n . An existence and uniqueness of the system require
f(t,x), B(t,x) and F(t,x) to be continuous with respect to t and x, and smooth with
respect to x.
Assume Eq.5.1 is in a normal form with no internal dynamics without loss of
generality. Thus y(t) = x, (t). Then sliding surface, a(t, x), can be defined in the
following form.
n-1 _d i
a(t,x) = Zai) s(t,x) (Eq.5.2)
Where the sliding surface is a linear stable trajectory. Define the following Lyapunov
function.
V(t,x) = 2 (t,x) (Eq.5.3)2
Then if V(t,x) is differentiated with respect to t, the control term u(t) appears.
1V(t,x) = a(t,x)i(t,x)
= o(t,x) ai (*(t) - x (t)) + an (y(t)- (t)) (Eq.5.4)1i=o It
(*(t) - x1 (t)) + an(d (y*(t))
(t,x) + Fr <n> (t,x)d(t)) - anB T<n> Tu(t)
For simplicity, define Y(t,x) as following.
n-2 i+ t) (t))+a ( (t)) - an (fT<n>(t,) + F <n>(t,x)d(t
(Eq.5.5)
Then Eq.5.4 becomes
lV(t,x) = a(t,x)o(t,x)
= a(t,x)[Y(t,x) - anBT<n>Tu(t)] (Eq.5.6)
If the control u(t) is defined as following, 1V(t,x) < 0 .
1
u(t) = >T (Y(t,(tx) + p -sign(o(t,x))) (Eq.5.7)
anB
Then the Lyapunov function V(t,x) becomes
Vl(t,x) = a(t,x) -(-p sign(a(t,x)))
= -p - (t,x) sign(a(t,x)) (Eq.5.8)
= -p- ja(t,x)j
Therefore the sliding surface a(t,x) -) 0. Also this method is called a equivalent
Ycontrol method, and U (tx) (t,x)
control method, and u(t,x)= T<>T is called the equivalent control. This
anB
control output is a switching law with a varying actuator input values. The EOD
vehicle motor controller can only switch between ± 24 V. Thus another controller form
is required to implement to the EOD vehicle. If the following conditions are met, then
the pure switching control law can be derived.
1y(t, x)1. u(t,) (t,x) <U<n <  rm Um is a constant. For motor driver, Um = 24 V.
anBT<>
2. u, (t,x)l+ i < Um where i >0.
Then V(t,x) < 0 if u(t,x) = Um sign(a(t,x)). (Eq.5.9)
Notice that the reaching time for o(t,x) = 0 is finite. The Lyapunov function can be
used to find the reaching time.
For the equivalent control law, the sliding surface has the following dynamics.
V(t,x)= -p. o(t,x)I G c(t,x)G*(t,x) =-p G(tx)J
(Eq.5.10)
o(t,x) = a(to,X0 ) - sign(o(t,x)) -pt
Therefore the reaching time treq is
t req (Eq.5.11)
G(t0,x0)
Then for the sliding mode control in Eq.5.9 has the reaching time tr of t < (t
11
Now the EOD motor controller can be designed as followings. The state model of the
motor with a wheel load was derived in Eq.4.22. Let's rewrite the state model.
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Above model is when the wheel is rotation on the ground
an error e(t) = y*(t)- y(t) = 0L(t) - OL(t). Then the
second order dynamics. Define the sliding surface a(t,x)
a(t,x) = s + as + P± = 0
without slipping. Let's define
sliding surface should be a
(Eq.5.13)
Where ac, P > 0 which implying a(t,x) = s + cs + P3 = 0is stable. Choosing a, 3 is
purely depend upon the specific application. If the armature voltage is high or the
motor torque is very high, then the faster system response can be achieved. Same time
if the disturbance is expected and significantly large, then by reducing the system
response time the disturbance rejection can is achieved much better. For the EOD
vehicle the disturbance torque is very much so expected due to rough terrain condition
and hills. Thus a some amount of robustness is desired. This is an typical engineering
trade-off problem, and the optimal performance of the EOD vehicle is very subjective.
this can be viewed similarly in a linear control system. In a linear system, the gain
margin decreases as the control gain increases, in general. A higher control gain means
a faster response, but it could go unstable under some uncertainty.
X2
x3
ID]+nI
+Jw +m
0
(Eq.5.12)
If the Lyapunov function is defined as V(t,x) = l2 (t,x), then ýV(t,x)is following.
2
Define Eq.5.12 as following.
x = Ax + BV + F + ) (Eq.5.14)
Then
Let's define an error c(t) = y* (t) - y(t) = * L (t) - L (t). (Eq.5.15)
Where
'Y(t,x) = y' + ay* + •y' + (-A 12A222 - A12A23A32 + cl 12A22 - A12 ) x2
+(AI 2A22A23-A 12A23A33 - cA 12A 23 )x 3 + (A12A22F 2 - OA12F2 ) (tf +f )
-A12F2 (if + )
(Eq.5.16)
ow V. (t) must meet the following sliding condition.
y* + Wy* + p~y* + (-A12A222 - A1 2A23A32 + aA 12A2 - PA12 )x2
+(A12A22A23- A 12 A 2 3 A3 3 - aA 12 A 2 3 )x 3
A -A -+ t f n)
+(A12A 22 F2 -L2 F2 f  D - A2F2 +'D2 2 1 ) 22i n n
< A12A2 3B3Vamax
(Eq5.17)
Where V. = + 24 V for the EOD vehicle.
Then the sliding mode control law follows.
V (t,x) = Vax -sign(a(t,x)) (Eq.5.18)
Where
a(t,x) = i + ai + 3
= y +* y + (* y -- [I + (A1 2A22 - cA 12 )X 2 -A 12A23x3 - Al2F2 f +'D)
(Eq.5.19)
otice that the sliding surface a(t,x) includes the disturbance torque rD. This
disturbance torque TD would not appear in the sliding surface o(t,x), if the
IY(t,x)l =
disturbance torque TD enters to the system same way to the control input does. In other
words, if B and F vectors were colinear, i.e. R[F] g R[B], the disturbance term will
not appear on the sliding surface. If R[F] G R[B], then the disturbance can be canceled
out perfectly if the disturbance can be estimated or measured.
The disturbance torque is not measurable, which is anyhow difficult to measure. If the
disturbance torque were negligible due to the gear ratio, the calculation of the sliding
surface can be done without measuring the disturbance. But if the EOD vehicle is on a
hill, the disturbance is not negligible, which cause a problem on the sliding surface
calculation. Two different solutions will be suggested to incorporate the disturbance
issue. One method is to treat the motor torque as an input. The armature dynamics is
much faster than the wheel dynamics in which the armature dynamics could be
neglected. Nonetheless overall stability should be proved to ensure the stability of the
inter-connected system. Second method is applying an estimation algorithm called
disturbance accommodating control to estimate the disturbance in real time. This is an
effective algorithm for known waveforms of disturbances.. Either a Lyapunov function
or passivity of system can be used to analyze the overall stability.
5.2. Simplification of the Motor Dynamics: Fast Armature Dynamics
The armature dynamics of the EOD driver motor is much faster than the wheel
dynamics. Time constant of the armature current is La/Ra = 89.5 . sec or 1.1170e4
Hz. The eigenvalues of Eq.5.12 are 0, -11.13 and -1.1160e4. The wheel dynamics has
its natural frequency at 9.2251 Hz where the natural frequency of the armature current
is 1.1161e4 Hz. This is a ratio of 1:1002 which can be easily neglected. Also notice
that the back EMF of the angular velocity did not change much on the armature natural
frequency, where the natural frequency without the back EMF is 1.1170e4 Hz, and the
natural frequency with the back EMF is 1.1160e4 Hz. Therefore the armature
dynamics will be neglected without changing the original dynamics significantly.
Figure 5.2.1. shows the simplified motor dynamics.
TD L .
Figure 5.2.1. Simplified motor dynamics: motor torque is considered as a control input
Then the simplified state model can be derived and the motor torque is a control input.
0 n-1 0 0
x2 n2J +Jw + mLr2 x2 [n2J +J L 2 +J r2 nj + mLr 2  n
y= [1 o0] ] (Eq.5.20)
Where the control input is the motor torque which can be determined by the following
algebraic relationship. otice that the motor angular velocity x2 is treated as a constant
for the following equation. This was justified in the previous page by the small impact
of the back E F on the armature current dynamics.
Tm(t) = (V (t) - Kmfx2(t)) (Eq.5.21)
a
ow let us define a sliding surface and a Lyapunov function. Same definition in
Chapter 5.1. applies on the error term, e(t) = y*(t)- y(t) = e'L(t) - 0L(t).
a(t,x) = i + ye = 0 (Eq.5.22)
Where y > 0 and an inverse of a desired time constant. Then the same Lyapunov
function is
V(t,x) = I a(t)2
2
aV(t,x)= o(t)- +" . 2 y +• 2  - x + 2jf + X-m
n2+J J+m + m r 2  n ,L
(Eq.5.23)
The sliding condition must be met. The sliding condition is
S . nf + fw /n y ntf + TD
n J+Jw r2 2j W L 2 2T W L 2nj + Jw + m )r 2  n2j + J m + M n Jw + mLr
(Eq.5.24)
The sliding condition should be met all time to ensure the existence of the sliding
surface. If the above condition is not met, the sliding surface does not exist. The
system could go unstable or stable that is depend on the open loop characteristic. The
EOD motor driver system has a stable open loop poles. But it does not guarantees the
stability of the overall system. Either phase portrait and a Lyapunov function should be
studied to ensure the stability of the system when the sliding condition is not met.
If the sliding condition is met, then the sliding mode control is determined with the
motor torque as a control input.
Tm (t) = T mmax (t) -sign(a(t,x))
Where
a(t,x) = s(t,x) + ys(t,x)
(Eq.5.26)
= y* +yy* -yx, -n1 x2
Or if the armature voltage is found as a control input, then the complete control
algorithm for the EOD is found.
R
Va (t) = m (t). sign(a(t,x)) + Kmfx 2
= Vamx sign(a(t,x)) (Eq.5.27)
= Vax sign(y(t)* + yy(t)* - yx,(t) - n'x 2 (t))
Now this is much simpler controller algorithm than one in Chapter 5.1. and does not
involve with the disturbance measurement requirement. In Eq.5.27, V. (t) can only be
+24 V, implying that rmma(t) is varying to make T (t) + KbfX2 =24 V.
Also notice that the above true since IKbmf 2 < V=,, Vt 2 0 which cannot change the
sign of the armature voltage, when the motor torque must be negative, the armature
voltage must be negative, and the back EMF voltage cannot change the direction of the
armature voltage to positive to generate the negative motor torque. The role of the back
EMF will change the magnitude of the maximum motor torque applied based upon the
speed of the motor shaft. This controller is much simpler and can be easily
implemented without requiring a fast microprocessor to compute.
5.3. Disturbance Estimation of the Full Motor Driver Model
In Chapter 5.1., the sliding surface contains disturbance torque which is not
measurable directly. The sliding mode control suggested in Eq.5.18 and Eq.5.19 is
more complicated than one in the simplified model. However the load dynamics is
comparably fast or equal to the motor armature dynamics, the assumption of motor
torque as a control input is not valid. In that case, the motor armature dynamics should
be included for controller design and analysis. Luckily the EOD vehicle dynamics is
much slower than the motor armature dynamics, which enables us to simplify the
whole motor dynamics. Thus it is not necessary to use more complicated control law in
Chapter 5.1.
However several suggestions are made in this paper to estimate the disturbance and to
control the fast system dynamics. In many cases motor speed is measured by a
tachometer. If the output of the tachometer is differentiated in real time, 6)(t) is
obtained and is used to find motor disturbance torque. If the output of the tachometer is
(Eq.5.25)
noisy, a band limited differentiator can be used to eliminate high frequency noises.
This can be an effective algorithm and hardware associated is simple and can be
implemented with low power passive components and one op-amp.
There exist many different estimation algorithms, and it is possible to imply
disturbance estimation algorithm for the sliding surface in Chapter 5.1. But most of the
estimation algorithms are nonlinear high order systems that requires a fast computing
power. For the EOD motor control that is not desirable at all and will not be
implemented. These disturbance estimation algorithm can be used in more expensive
and bigger system with at least a 32 bit dedicated microprocessor for estimation
algorithms.
One interesting linear disturbance detection algorithm will be shown for the sake of
different options. Consider the following linear system.
. = Ax + Bu + Fw
(Eq.5.28)
Where x Rn,y ERm, u ERr, w E RP, A ERnxn, BE R"r, Fe Rxp and CE R m""
Assuming w is disturbance and each element wi has waveform structure. Then one can
find a fictitious disturbance dynamic model that contains waveform of wi. Let's
consider the following dynamic process for the p-tuple disturbance.
w = Hz
± z+(Eq.5.29)
Where z eRP, HeRpxP and i,i = 1,.--,p is a time sequence of the Dirac delta
function. The above fictitious disturbance dynamic process can be chosen to optimally
estimate the actual disturbance functional forms. Now if one rewrite the system,
Eq.5.28, with Eq.5.29, then one can find a composite system model.
A FH1Fx1F +1-1i 0 z (t)
y = [c 10
o< (Eq.5.30)
x = Ax + Bu + 8
y = Cx
If the pair (A,C) is completely observable then one can accurately estimate x(t) and
z(t) by a conventional state observer, i.e. either full order observer or reduced order
observer. A full order observer has a following generic form.
S=A + Bu-Ko(y-Cx) (Eq.5.31)
Define s; = x - x . Then the error dynamics is
E- =x-x( + x (Eq.5.32)
= (A + KoC)s; + 8
Thus one can choose Ko to make the error dynamics stable if the pair (A,C) is
completely observable. This is evident by transposing (A + KoC). More detailed
discussion can be found in C.D. Johnson's papers.
Let's consider Eq.5.12 and Eq.5.14 for disturbance estimation. Rewrite the motor
dynamic model as following.
S= Ax + BVa + F(f + (Eq.5.33)
Where
0 n-1 0
A= 0 n2f + fw n2
n 2J +Jw + mLr 2 n2j +Jw +mLr 2
0 K,Kbemf Ra
La La
r
0
B= 0 F=
K
L I
(Eq.5.34)
L aJ
Now ,f is a simple kinetic friction force which has a stepwise constant waveform.
Actual disturbance torque tD can be approximated by second order polynomial.
Finding a proper base function is important part, and more base functions will perform
better to estimate closely actual disturbance. However small bump and hill can be
estimated well with even simple second order polynomials. Therefore a fictitious
dynamic process of disturbance torque can be modeled as following.
tf +D = Hz < lf + =
n n
= Dz+ r[i] 0t= Dz+5 <* t2 0
-t3_ -0
Solution of z will be a second order polynomial,
system model is then follows.
[1 0 0] z2
[z3
1 z2l• 82
OLz3 83
(Eq.5.35)
z(t) = ct 2 + C2t +C3 . A composite
1 0 A FH 1x1 + F1['[] + F.(t)1
Y = [CI
(eq.5.36)
x = Ax +Bu +8
y= Cx
Where
0
A =10
[0
4.0000e - 2
-72746e - 1
-23305
0O
4.9826e4
-11170e4J
0
B 049.787
49.787
H=[1 0 0] 0 1 0D= 0 0 1
0 00
(Eq.5.37)
100
C= 0 1 0
00 1
Since angle, angular velocity and motor torque are measurable, all three state variables
can be used to estimate disturbance torque. The pair(A,C) is completely observable by
checking the observability Gramian. i.e. rank(G(A,C)) = 6. Then a full state observer
can be implemented by simple pole placement method.
Unfortunately this method requires 6th order dynamics to simulate in a real time and
not very much desirable. Even a reduced order observer will require 3rd order
observer. If the computing power is available, this method is recommended for a good
disturbance accommodation.
5.4. System Analysis of Three Platform Dynamics
This rocking motion of the EOD vehicle was much ignored during mechanical design
and was not a major problem for open loop control, i.e. torque control instead of speed
control. For a closed loop control this rocking motion could be observed during a
transient response and damped out providing the closed loop control sampling
frequency is high enough. When the closed loop control sampling frequency was low,
i.e. the EOD-2 has 25 Hz of update due to the Zilog main process load, the rocking
motion of the EOD-2 became evident. This was also mainly contributed by very low
phase margin of the motor controller in EOD-2. A simple PD controller with very low
sampling frequency sometimes caused instability of wheels. In addition quantization of
output voltage to 4 bit was simply not enough to control. In other words, lack of AD
resolution and high sampling frequency contributed to a small gain and phase margin,
which caused casual instability of wheel dynamics.
If applied force by connecting steel wires were zero, the rocking motion decays out
very quickly due to a strong damping force of a tire. When some of wheels are rotating
different speed, compression force will be created by wires. This was the main
problem of the EOD-2 motor control. The improved motor controller, sliding mode
controller, essentially eliminate the above problems, therefore reducing the rocking
motion during the vehicle's acceleration. Nonetheless analysis of the rocking motion
would help to design a better mechanical mount and design.
When all three platforms are accelerating or decelerating at a same rate even during a
transient, the rocking motion will not occur. A feedback control could reduce the
rocking motion, but what it is essentially doing is keeping three platforms at same
speed throughout transient and steady state. Major drawback of this feedback control
with the EOD vehicles would be an extra sensors and signal conditioning electronics to
measure either a rotational angle of each platform or distance between platforms. This
feedback control could be used in bigger systems like trains and trucks.
Still there is a passive open loop solution. Since three platforms have different mass, an
acceleration of each platform is different. If a desired command input has a different
bandwidth but same gain, then each platform will response accordingly. If the input of
fastest platform goes through a Low Pass Filter (LPF) to match a transient response of
a slowest platform, a speed difference of two platforms during a transient will be
minimum. This is also only an input filter which can be done easily on microprocessor
without extra electronics.
Let's consider the simplified motor dynamics in Eq.5.20 for implementation above
idea. As one can notice easily, the lightest platform will have a fastest maximum
acceleration. Therefore by filtering the input of the lightest platform motor to the open
loop bandwidth of the slowest platform, an acceleration and speed difference is
minimized. In return the rocking motion platforms will be minimized. The rocking
motion due to rough terrain, i.e. climbing rocks, is not subject to concern. In fact
providing most possible tire contact point is a main design consideration to improve
maneuverability of the vehicle. By making connection materials of platforms flexible,
all three platforms are in contact with ground all the time, thus providing most normal
force. Eq.5.38 is a three driver motor model derived from Eq.5.20, a reduced model.
0 nf' 0 0
n2f + f x J 2  I -n2 2 Dr2 j +Jw + r2 X2 n2 +J mi tr2 2j2 + +m Lr 2
S0 f + fw , x 2 -n2 "Tf + T
x±J[4 n2j +Jw + mr 2 X4  n2j + m 2  n2 +mL + mL r 2 n
X5 n2f + f 2 - 2 rDf
x -n2j W Lf 2X6 n2 W +mLfr2 -n 2j  W +MU r 2_2 n
(Eq.5.38)
From a sliding mode control in Eq.5.27, three separate sliding mode control are found.
ar [Vamax sign(yr,(t)* + Yyr(t)* -yx(t)- n-'x 2 (t))
Vam = Vmax- sign(ym(t)' + yym(t) -yx 3 (t)- n-x 4 (t)) (Eq.5.39)
Vaf V -sign(y,(t)* + yf (t)* - yx, (t)- n'x 6 (t))
One key to design an open loop filter is keeping the tension of wires during transient.
When the EOD vehicle is accelerating, the front platform should have a faster
dynamics than the middle platform dynamics. This will ensure the middle platform not
pushing the front platform, thus there is no compression force of wires. A same
relationship goes to the middle and rear platform. On the contrary, the front platform
should decelerate slow than the middle platform. Therefore a filter should change it's
bandwidth higher or lower based on whether the EOD vehicle is accelerating or
decelerating. A first order filter should be sufficient for the input filter.
yf (t) - , (t)0t S(t)
ym*(t) P2  yf'(t)
033
Yr*(t) IS +133  yf*(t)
Figure 5.4.1. Input filter bank
Where Bi = ,for i = 1,23 >1 3 > p , f < <
Wh~~r• 1 Pi -1
5.5. Heading Angle Estimation by Micro-Mechanical Gyro
A heading angle of the EOD-2 is estimated by a single axis gyro. A simple integration
of a gyro angular velocity measurement will give a heading angle. This is so called
dead-reckoning navigation system or Inertial Navigation System (INS). Main problem
with INS is accumulation of error. Heading angle measurement is often obtained by
integrating angular velocity, that cause even a small DC bias of angular velocity
measurement causes instability on the integration. Also an additive noise is causing
correct estimation of a heading angle. To improve a heading angle estimation, a
Kalman filter could be used. But a Kalman filter requires a complete linear steering
wheel dynamics with a steering wheel armature voltage as an input. Steering motor has
3rd order dynamics, and a steering wheel angle of front and rear wheels is coupled
with translation velocity of the EOD vehicle. Then angular velocity is proportional to
the steering wheel angle and translation velocity of the EOD vehicle. Total system will
be 6th order even ignoring a dynamics of the gyro. This high order is not very much
desirable, and a Kalman filter cannot solve a problem of a DC drift bias. One can
estimate the a DC drift bias assuming the DC drift bias is stable. But from the gyro
specification, short term (100 second constant temperature) bias stability is
< 0.05 °/sec or 5 0 of heading angle drift in 100 seconds even with a cancellation of
nominal drift bias.
Figure 5.5.1. Heading angle estimation with a gyro dynamics
Normally a input of system is available to design a Kalman filter, but in this case the
angular velocity o is a quantity to be estimated and is not accessible. Thus from the
above model it is not possible to design a Kalman filter to estimate the heading angle 0.
But as mentioned earlier, co is coupled by a steering wheel dynamics and translation
velocity. Figure 5.5.2. shows a coupled heading angle estimation model with a steering
wheel model. Notice that for 0, G(S) is not specified yet instead of simple integrator,
1
S . G(S)will be a passive filter network to reduce a noise effect and to compensate a
drift bias and its time variation of a drift bias.
.ID _ I-1- i m or
Figure 5.5.2. Coupled heading angle estimation model with a steering wheel model
Define 0 = 0 - . From Figure 5.5.1., a transfer function can be found.
(1s00007 2  "(S)+G(S) "
S((S + 1007c)2 - ) 18(+ 200S) c (S) (Eq.5.40)
If G(S) is a simple integrator which is logical, then an angular velocity measurement
has a bandwidth at 50 Hz= 100n rad/sec. Also a bandwidth of the unit intensity white
noise is 100 Hz=200i rad/sec. Figure 5.5.3. shows bode plots of the above transfer
function when G(S) is a simple integrator. But a bandwidth of the EOD vehicle is
lower than 50 Hz. Maximum angular velocity of the EOD vehicle can not usually
exceed 1 Hz. A turning radius of the EOD-2 is 0.5 m and maximum velocity is 1.53
m/s. Therefore a maximum turning angular velocity is 0.49 Hz. For a fast settling time
or transient response of the gyro, it is generally required 5 to 10 times of the maximum
system angular velocity. Therefore an actual measurement bandwidth is 2.5 to 5 Hz.
Thus G(S) can be implemented as a LPF at a cutoff frequency at 5 Hz or 10n rad/sec.
Then the LPF G(S) is shown in Eq.5.41 and is a first order LPF with an integrator.
101t 1
G(S) = (Eq.5.41)S + 10n S
This LPF can be implemented with a passive elements or a discrete LPF in a 8 bit local
microprocessor. Figure 5.5.4. shows bode plots of Eq.5.40 with a LPF with a 107C
rad/sec bandwidth. As one can notice easily, this low pass filter network will reduce an
effect of white noise and a jitter due the EOD vehicle's high frequency vibration. But
estimation error at a low frequency is higher than the pure integrator. This is a trade-
off. Reducing a jitter noise error and system vibration error by adding a LPF increase a
low frequency estimation error.
Still a small DC drift bias will eventually offset a heading angle as time pass. Reducing
this effect requires an exact estimation of a slow DC drift bias that short term (100 sec
constant temperature) bias stability is <0.05 */sec and long term (1 year) bias stability
is < 1.0 */sec. But real problem is accurate measurement of the gyro output voltage.
The voltage to angular velocity conversion ration is 15 mV/(*/sec) and initial offset is
+2.5 ± 0.045 V. Now if the AD converter has 8 bit of resolution, then a voltage
resolution is 9.69 mV. Initial offset can be measured with 3 1/2 digit accuracy, but the
long term bias stability is 15 mV. If one build a dead-band around nominal bias
voltage, this DC drift bias could be eliminated. Only one drawback with this dead-band
is that an actual angular velocity, that is less than a dead band, cannot be measured.
But if main navigation system of the EOD vehicle drive above the dead-band all time,
then the drift bias problem can be solved. In fact the EOD vehicle will never rotate at a
lower rate of 2.0 '/sec or 30 mV. Thus a 8 bit local processor can ignore its first one
bit, which means it is sufficient to use its 7 bits.
Thus a LPF at cutoff frequency of 5 Hz and 1 bit dead-band will improve a heading
angle estimation. It is a mistake not to use a filter network before AD converter, which
can isolate high frequency noise and vibration.
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Figure 5.5.3. Bode plot of a heading angle estimation error with a pure integrator
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Figure 5.5.4. Bode plot of a heading angle estimation error with a LPF and integrator
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5.6. LPS Speed Control and Synchronization of Phase Angle
Most of problems with original LPS has been solved except synchronization of two
spinning laser beam at a fixed phase angle. This involves with a phase angle and
angular speed of two rotating beacons. A Phase Lock Loop (PLL) has been used in an
original system, but it has a limited stabilization region. It is known fact that PLL has a
small region of stability for an accurate phase locking. If a wider region of stability is
required, an accuracy of phase locking must be reduced or no phase locking.
Two PLL can solve the above synchronization problem. A first PLL is a general
stabilization PLL that will drive LPS to a stable region of a second PLL. Once LPS is
in a stable region of a second PLL, the second PLL will lock on a desired phase. Even
though this approach will increase a chance of stabilization, but still this method will
not cover all operation region of LPS. Also a switching of two PLL must occur at a
proper region, in which a switching surface must be designed and implemented. This
might work but there is a better solution.
As in Chapter 3.4. Laser Positioning System, a motor controller circuit is
implemented. This motor controller circuit is different from the EOD vehicle driver
motor circuit, i.e. control input voltage varies between 0 V to 12 V instead of a
switching voltage. This means a regular linear control algorithm can be used. A LQR
controller will be implemented. A measurement of angle is not continuous, and a phase
angle is in between to measurement. Thus an angle measurement cannot be used in a
continuous fashion, which is a unique situation. First a LQR controller is designed and
an estimation technique of angle and velocity will be discussed later.
Let's rewrite a system model.
i3 0 1 00 fLPS 1
J Us J US
0 KKbmf Ra
La La
ix O O0x, 0 0
X 2 + 0 [ Va J+"fK, JUS3x- L 0
x,x
y=[1 0 01 x2
(Eq.5.42)
S= Ax + Bu + F
y = Cx
Where
0 1 0 0 0o
A= 0 -030 1.97e5 B= 0, F= 1 , C=[1 0 0] (Eq.5.43)
0 -1.40 -2.67e4 30.6 0
Now define a quadratic cost function, J(t,x).
J(t,x) = [y(t) 2 + V(t)2 ]dt (Eq.5.44)
Then a LQR controller can be found by solving Control Algebraic Riccati Equation
(CARE).
u(x) = -(x, - y) - 0.0580x 2 - 0.429x 3  (Eq.5.45)
Where y* is a reference angle of beacons.
Open loop poles of the system are 0, - 123 and - 2.70e4, where closed loop poles are
-2.70e4 and - 11.9 + j92. Therefore the closed loop system is stable.
A torque is measured by measuring an armature current directly. Thus angular velocity
can be estimated by using a standard state observer. By the separation principle, an
overall system is stable. An angle measurement is done discretely, but it can be
interpolated by using angular velocity information. Thus this system is stable, but LPS
with a LQR controller still shows a steady state error for its angle. A PID controller
also would have same kind of steady state error since the reference is a ramp input.
5.7. Control Simulations for the EOD Driver Motor and LPS
Sliding mode control for the EOD motor is simulated under various condition. Two
different types of sliding mode controller are simulated. One is using ± 24 V switching
control and the other is using either + 24 V and 0 V, or - 24 V and 0 V. Difference is
energy efficiency of the later is better than one of the first. This is evident since the
later control has less duty cycle than the first control. For an energy conservation, the
later sliding control algorithm is better. In fact the later control has less chattering. The
switching frequency for all simulations is 1 KHz, which is reasonable for PIC16C74
with 20 MHz of clock frequency. Thus this switching frequency is much lower than
usual PWM frequency. This is very desirable feature and performance is much better
than conventional PWM control's.
When the desired position is more exotic, which is sine wave, with a considerably
large disturbance torque, switching control with ± 24 V performs better than on-off
switching control. Mainly it is due to the amplitude of disturbance torque with very
high frequency, and EOD driver motors have more torque to compensate disturbances
with ± 24 V switching. However this trajectory is very unlikely for a vehicle motion.
Also notice that the desired oscillation frequency is 2 Hz with 32 Hz sinusoid
disturbance. Even though this condition switching to ± 24 V performs better, but it is
not necessary for a normal EOD vehicle trajectory. On-off switching control still tracks
the desired position with some steady state error. For typical trajectory like ramp input
for the vehicle position, this new on-off sliding mode control works better and more
importantly has very good power efficiency.
LPS synchronization is done very nicely with LQR servo control. Beacon2 speed is
tracking beaconl's speed, which is regulated by voltage regulator circuit. Main
concern was whether motor controller has enough control authority to synchronize.
Beacon2 should be powered by 12 V or higher voltage to ensure its synchronization.
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Figure 5.7.1. Simulation of sliding mode control in Chapter 5.2. with ± 24 V
switching and no environmental disturbances: The reference position command is a
ramp function and 1 KHz control switching frequency. Notice that the position and
velocity of the EOD vehicle follows the desired command input well. Chattering exist
in especially vehicle's velocity. However, for an operation on rough terrain, this speed
chattering is not a significant problem.
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Figure 5.7.2. Continued from previous simulation results: The reference position
command is a ramp function and 1 KHz control switching frequency. Sliding surface
does exist with some chattering.
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Figure 5.7.3. Same simulation of sliding mode control in same condition in Figure
5.7.1. and Figure 5.7.2. but with a difference of 24 V and 0 V switching. Performance
of the controller is very similar to the previous controller. Ideally the output should be
same if the switching frequency were infinite.
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Figure 5.7.4. Continued from previous simulation results: Armature voltage is
switching between 24 V and 0 V. This way power loss by charging MOSFETs and
motor inductor is minimized.
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Figure 5.7.5. Simulation of sliding mode control with ± 24 V switching and significant
environmental disturbances: The reference position command is a sine function and 1
KHz control switching frequency. Notice that the position and velocity of the EOD
vehicle follows the desired command input well despite fast command position input
and large disturbance in Figure 5.7.6.
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Figure 5.7.6. Continued from previous simulation results: Disturbance torque is
sinusoid with 200 Hz frequency. Also magnitude of disturbance is 20 % of motor's
stall torque. Despite these condition sliding surface still stays around zero for most of
time.
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Figure 5.7.7. Simulation of sliding mode control with 24 V and 0 V switching and
significant environmental disturbances: The reference position command is a sine
function and 1 KHz control switching frequency. Notice that the position and velocity
of the EOD vehicle follows the desired command input in some degree with steady
state error despite fast command position input and large disturbance in Figure 5.7.8.
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Figure 5.7.8. Continued from previous simulation results: Disturbance torque is
sinusoid with 200 Hz frequency. Also magnitude of disturbance is 20 % of motor's
stall torque. Notice that sliding surface does not exists since switching to 0 V does not
have enough power to compensate sinusoidal disturbances. But remember that this
disturbance is very unlikely for the EOD vehicle operation.
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CHAPTER 6
Summary and Conclusions
6.1. Summary
This paper treated general problems in design and integration of electrical and control
part of a small autonomous vehicle. Due to size of the vehicle, many design and
implementation factors are discussed. Mainly power efficiency, compactness and
robustness are considered in electrical design. Even the choice of motor control
algorithm was chosen based on hardware compactness and power transfer efficiency.
Electrical sensors and actuators must be compact and consume low power.
Determining which electronics impact on power consumption most is very important,
and driver motors are main power hungry electronics for the EOD vehicles. Design of
proper and energy efficient motor driver circuit is more important than any other
electronics without compromising its performance. The sliding mode control
implemented in a 8 bit microprocessor and using H-bridge without DA converters nor
PWM generator is a new concept and hasn't been well known in industries. Same time
performance is not compromised like in National Semiconductor's LM18245. Design
of motor electronics should consider vehicle's controllability for its performance, and
this new motor circuit is designed specifically for compactness and good control
performance. Selection of motor also be based on some anticipated mathematical model
of vehicle and its functional specifications. Provided models in Chapter 4 should help
better for future vehicle design. Also anti-aliasing filter for a gyro and its impact on
heading angle estimation by bode plots of error dynamics are provided to help to
choose a right anti-aliasing filter. LPS was made many changes and improvement to
even to operate properly which originally designed last only few operations. A better
choice of radio receiver solved many communication problems. For synchronization
problem, continuous voltage regulators and beacon2 motor synchronization circuit are
already implemented. Some calibrations are left to operate LPS properly.
Modeling and control of vehicles are very important issue since autonomy of vehicle
needs a precise, reliable and predictable vehicle motion control. Complete vehicle
dynamics are modeled in Chapter 4 in hoping for better vehicle design and component
selections for future development not depending on previous version of vehicle model.
Control issue must be addressed strongly in low level software not with benign
assumptions of vehicle dynamic control. Chapter 5 introduces several good motion
control algorithms especially with sliding mode control. Also servo LQR and
disturbance accommodating control were introduced in process of motor control. Two
different sliding mode control are simulated and are proven to be robust and high
performance in simulation.
6.2. Conclusions and Suggestions for Further Work
Autonomy of vehicles requires many sensors and good motion control actuators. Power
management is very important to balance different parts of electronics. Sonar sensor,
gyro and LPS were discussed as some of sensors in EOD vehicles. It is essential to
plan ahead of actual design process and what is needed and what is not. Of course it
may be changed later, but it is best to have an overall plant for electronics and power
consumption calculations before all things are started. Getting a rough quantitative
number for all these requirements will be very helpful for later development and
revision stage. Be aware of small details, i.e. mounting space for electronics,
connector types and sizes, EMI, proper coaxial cable use, proper understanding and
usage of RF connectors like BNC, SMA, SMB, F-type, N-type and BNC to SMA
adapters, wire harnessing with proper size gage based on voltage and current level,
anticipated power consumption calculation for new electronics, expandability for
future, and so on.
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